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Abstract		

Physical and social changes can challenge residents’ sense of place, especially in rural 

areas. This research examines how proposed large-scale landscape changes may 

affect sense of place for rural residents within the Sacramento–San Joaquin Delta 

(Delta) and possible means of managing and conserving this sense of place during the 

proposed changes. To examine these questions, I conducted a content analysis of 

public comments from various planning processes since 2000 and interviews with 

“place” representatives to understand the current residents’ sense of place. Sense of 

place is described in terms of residents’ values and beliefs, and explained further in 

terms of place identity, place meanings, and place attachment.  

Among the attributes I found, which contribute to a deep sense of place for residents, 

were a high level of distinctiveness of place features, agricultural heritage, political 

exchanges, and very little physical change in the last 20 years due to land use 

restrictions. I also found that residents’ sense of place has been impacted by the 

reappearance of a past politically contested water infrastructure project, and the 

uncertainty of the potential loss of homes and agricultural land.  

The potential loss of agricultural land and degraded water quality were also found to 

impact the values that are interwoven into the social fabric of rural communities and 

local place identity. Strong emotional sentiments of multigenerational family ties, 

livelihood, love and stewardship of land and water, and the continued existence of rural 

communities were expressed by residents opposed to eminent domain for a water 

infrastructure project and the conversion of agricultural land for habitat restoration.  

These sentiments indicate the potential for the severing of strong bonds that residents 
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have with the Delta and its people.  I provide recommendations on how to incorporate 

Delta resident’s sense of place into planning and decision-making, strengthen internal 

and external place identity, communicate place meanings and values, and recognize 

the loss of sense of place during the implementation of proposed changes. 

Keywords: place, sense of place, place attachment, place meaning, place identity, place 
management, sense of place impacts  
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Introduction	to	Place	

In “place”, a sense of place is inherent. Therefore, a discussion of the concept of “place” is 

helpful in understanding sense of place. The literature shows that there is a complexity to 

the concept of place that centers on various scales of interpretation and relationships 

between place and space (Andersen, 2011; Cheng, Kruger, & Daniels, 2003; Cuba & 

Hummon, 1993; Szymanski, 2010; Tuan, 1977). These concepts have been studied in 

detail by various disciplines including geography, philosophy, sociology, and architecture 

(Janz, 2013).   

In her book, Storming the Gates of Paradise: Landscapes for Politics, Rebecca Solnit 

(2007) writes: 

Places matter. Their rules, their scale, their design include or exclude civil 
society, pedestrianism, equality, diversity (economic and otherwise), 
understanding of where water comes from and garbage goes, consumption 
or conservation. They map our lives. 

The concept of place is most commonly used as a way to define a physical location or 

surroundings. In most instances, the literature contains a human element, inferring that 

place is a location for human involvement. The Institute of Place Management defines 

place as “a location that has meaning to people” (IPM, 2013).  Najafi & Shariff (2011) 

describes place as “mixed with human values and principles.”  Cheng, Kruger, & Daniels 

(2003) explain that places are “social constructs”, where “each place has a unique history 

among its inhabitants and visitors.”  
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People are place-makers. Place is a key component in the human experience and can be 

a way to understand how humans live (Wattchow & Brown, 2011). Places bring about 

“how we make sense of the world”, influence our behavior, and play a central role in 

“developing and maintaining self- and group-identity” (Davenport & Anderson, 2005).  

An understanding of place has the potential to contribute to the preservation of existing 

places and the creation of new ones (Seamond & Sowers, 2008). There are agencies and 

organizations whose responsibilities includes “place-making”, or a “positioning for an 

environment comprised of a set of place meanings”; “some are self-aware of their place-

making and others are not” (Stewart, Daniel & Kruger, 2013).  
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Sense	of	Place		

Sense of place is developed through experience and knowledge of a particular “place” 

(Woods, 2013). Evaluating the type and degree of sense of place can be beneficial to 

identifying how and to what extent people are affected by physical changes in the 

environment (Kaltenborn, 1998). A strong sense of place can lead to increased local 

environmental concern and increased stewardship of the natural environment (Woods, 

2013; Brehm, Eisenhauer, & Krannich, 2006). Wondolleck & Yaffee (2000) also found that 

places and sense of place can be “powerful symbols” that encourage people to reframe 

their identity, which fosters collaborative activities “with others that have been viewed as 

outside their geographic, interest-based, or perceptual boundaries.”  

Senses of place researchers seek to define the complex interactions and connections that 

people have with “places” (Cheng, Kruger, & Daniels, 2003). Much of the literature 

suggests that sense of place is about individual or group experience in a place. Landscape 

and the natural environment (Allen, 1989; Allen, 2002; Cantrill & Senecah, 2001; Cheng, 

Kruger, & Daniels, 2003; Greider, 1994; Ja’afar, Sulaiman, & Shamsuddin, 2012; Soini, 

Vaarala, & Pouta, 2012; Stewart, Liebert, & Larkin, 2004), beauty and aesthetic elements 

(Vanclay & Higgins 2008; Xu, 2013), social relationships (Bell, 2009; Goudy, 1990; Kyle & 

Chick, 2007; Tropman, 1976), and politics (Cheng, Kruger, & Daniels, 2003; Yung, 

Freimund, & Belsky, 2003) have been found to be important factors in sense of place.  

Other research focuses on sentiment of a place (Goudy, 1990), sense of belonging 

(Chávez, 2005), relative satisfaction of where a person lives or “place satisfaction” 

(Andersen, 2011; Fleury-Bahi, Felonneau, & Marchand, 2008; Insch & Florek 2008), and 
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factors that makes a place psychologically comfortable (Xu, 2013) as proxy measures for 

sense of place.  

Research also describes that sense of place is the connection or emotional response a 

person has for a place. Tuan (1974) describes a strong sense of place as “topophilia”.  He 

explains that “topophilia” is the “affective bond between people and place”, or in other 

words, the love for a place (Tuan, 1974).  These bonds to geography are theorized to be 

manifested through aesthetic, tactile, or emotional responses of varying intensities (Tuan, 

1974).   

Studies have also focused on examining the “spirit”, “soul” or genius loci of place 

(Cameron, 1998; Jiven & Larkham, 2003; Szymanski, 2010). The genius loci of the place 

is what makes it memorable, unique, and unable to be duplicated in other areas. Further, it 

is an understanding of and a connection to the unique qualities of a place, including 

natural elements, cultural expressions, and sensorial experiences (Szymanski, 2010). 

Jiven & Larkham (2003) believe that genius loci arises mainly from the “experiences of 

using places rather than from deliberate ‘place making’ efforts.” Jiven & Larkham (2003) 

describe that genius loci relates to the “character” of a place; however, it includes 

intangible qualities that affect emotional reactions to places and place experiences. 

Authentic genius loci is most easily found in areas with a heritage (Jiven & Larkham, 

2003). 

The loss of sense of place, or the felt impact of changes, distress and loss of solace of a 

place has been referred to as “solastalgia” (Higginbotham et. al., 2006).  It is a yearning for 

the way a loved place used to be. Mason (2013) defines solastalgia as the emotional pain 
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experienced when it is made known that the loved place where one lives is “under 

immediate assault” (Mason, 2013). Place changes assessed in solastalgia research have 

included persistent drought in rural areas and large-scale open-cut coal mining impact 

(Albrecht et. al., 2007). One study developed and validated an environmental distress 

scale that “combines dimensions of hazard perception, threat appraisal, felt impact of 

changes, loss of solace” or ‘‘solastalgia’’, defined as “the sense of distress people 

experience when valued environments are negatively transformed”, and environmental 

action. The validated scale was suggested as a tool to evaluate and measure distress 

resulting from a person’s lived experience of the “desolation of their home and 

environment” for use as an aid for “those working to ameliorate that distress and restore 

ecosystem health” (Higginbotham et. al., 2006).  

Place, identity, meanings, and attachment are all prominent concepts that are emphasized 

in sense of place literature. These concepts are discussed further in detail below. While 

discussed separately, it should be mentioned that these concepts are not considered to be 

mutually exclusive. 

Place	Identity	

“Aspects of identity linked to place” has been described as place-identity (Hauge, 2007). 

These aspects have been referred to as emotional attachments that identify the symbolic 

importance of a place, which gives meaning and purpose to life, and where place identity 

is a component of self-identity (Stewart, Daniel & Kruger, 2013).  

Research has shown that places contain symbols of personal meanings and 

representations of identity on different levels and dimensions, including self-perception 
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(Hauge, 2007). Hull, Lam & Vigo (1994) found that the social fabric of a place contains 

symbols or icons that “tell us something about ourselves and about those to whom the 

symbols belong”, which “contribute to place identity and ultimately to self-identity, health, 

sense of community and sense of place.” In their research, these icons: “provided 

connections to residents' pasts; symbolize the social groups to which residents belonged 

or with which identified; established a distinctive community character; satisfied important 

functional needs; evoked emotions or feelings; and served as reminders of personal 

accomplishments and concerns” (Hull, Lam & Vigo, 1994).  Xu (2013) believes that 

knowledge of these local symbols, which can reflect and enhance sense of place, may be 

used to maintain and enhance place identity.   

Local identity, including quality of life preferences, local arts, history and traditions can also 

provide insight into sense of place and sense of community (EPA, 2002). Natural 

resources and the landscape of a place can also contribute to a community’s identity or 

way of life, recreational activities, and economic pursuits (EPA, 2002).  

Govers & Go (2009) believe that place identity is “constructed through historical, political, 

religious and cultural discourses, local knowledge, and influenced by power struggles.” 

Kavaratzis & Hatch (2013) analyzed the differences between place identity and place 

image. They describe that place identities are internal to the place or “how we see 

ourselves”, which are disconnected from outsiders. Place image was defined as the 

opposite of place identity because it is externally focused and “how others see us” 

(Kavaratzis & Hatch 2013).  
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Research also suggests that place identity helps to create environmental stability and 

resistance to rapid large-scale environmental change (Speller, 1990).  The social impact 

study was conducted in two small villages, comprised of less than 100 houses in total, on 

the British Isles, during the construction of the Channel Tunnel (Speller, 1990).  The tunnel 

construction required a 450 acre area for the tunnel terminal and the demolition of 18 

homes. Although considerable time was spent on protecting aspects of the natural 

environment, Speller found that the psycho-social impact on residents was ignored in 

project implementation (Speller, 1990). Many people felt distressed when they could not 

identify the position of landmarks that were important to them (Speller, 1990). There was 

an aspect of discontinuity, where past memories tied to visual stimuli in the physical 

environment were lost, and an inability to project into the future. The residents felt they lost 

part of themselves (Speller, 1990). Environmental change imposed from an outside force 

also challenged personal control, which is “central to the maintenance of sense of place 

and identity” (Marris 1982 cited in Speller, 1990). Speller (1990) indicated that “the 

concept of place identity is useful in assessing resident’s involvement with their 

surroundings and if a project has to go ahead, it will assist in determining the likely need 

for supportive counseling.”  

Place	Meanings	

Place meanings include emotional and symbolic “meanings that transcend the more 

tangible properties” associated with a place, including commodity extraction and ecological 

processes (Schroeder, 1992 cited in Williams, 1995). “Spiritual" or long-held personal 

beliefs and deep values have been found to underlie place meanings (Schroeder, 1996; 

Williams, 1995; Williams & Patterson, 1996). These strongly-felt meanings and values are 
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hard to identify if one is unfamiliar with the place or is considered an “outsider” (Williams & 

Stewart, 1998). At the same time, an “insider” may not be consciously aware specific 

valued qualities of a place until they are threatened or lost (Williams & Stewart, 1998).  

Grieder (1994) found that the environment has multiple meanings that are symbolic to how 

people define themselves. Changes in the environment can challenge this meaning and 

require a renegotiation of their relationship with the natural environment and, in a sense, 

their identity (Grieder, 1994).  According to Kaltenborn (1998), environmental impact 

assessments typically do not capture a “sufficient breadth of place meanings.” In the same 

vein, Williams (1995) describes that for those involved in environmental assessments, 

“meanings have often been deferred to or imposed by political and regulatory processes.” 

Empirical measures for evaluating the type and degree of sense of place could “contribute 

to improved assessments as indicators of symbolic and emotional meanings of place” and 

beneficial for identifying how and to what extent people are affected by physical changes 

in the environment (Kaltenborn, 1998).  

Differences in place meanings between “insiders” and “outsiders” have also been found.  

For example, tourist perceptions (outsiders) that affected their sense of place focused 

more on the predominant visual aspects of a community; whereas, resident perceptions 

(insiders) were more complex and personal, containing both positive and negative aspects 

of a community (Hall & Lew, 2009). Knowledge of how differences in types of visitors and 

residents perceive destinations sheds greater light on the complex influence of tourism 

and the influences of insider and outsider perspectives on human experience and behavior 

in the creation of place (Hall & Lew, 2009). 
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Place-related meanings or value differences have been found to be a source of 

“fundamental and irreconcilable differences among stakeholders” concerned about natural 

resource management (Farnum, Hall & Kruger, 2005). A study exploring place meanings 

and attitudes and beliefs of water management activities showed that classifying 

stakeholders‘ perceptions simply on the basis of their apparent interests (as residents, 

farmers, etc.) is too narrow an approach because some stakeholders take the interests of 

others into account and because “interests come into play in a specific planning context 

through the framing of place meanings and beliefs” (Jacobs & Buijs, 2011).  The study 

also found that “discussing place meanings during participatory planning processes could 

contribute substantially to successful water management” for recreation activities (Jacobs 

& Buijs, 2011).  

Natural resource management actions have been found to “create, transform, and destroy 

place meanings—meanings around which individuals and groups develop a sense of 

identity” (Cheng, Kruger, & Daniels, 2003). Research also suggests that a better 

understanding of the various meanings that emerge from a sense of place should enhance 

management effectiveness (Jacobs & Buijs, 2011). Yung, Freimund, & Belsky (2003) 

conclude that that focusing on shared understandings of sense of place could lead to 

social and ecological sustainability.  

Place	Attachment	

In simple terms, place attachment describes the emotional ties that people have to a 

place. Milligan (1998) suggests that place attachment is comprised of two interwoven 

components: “ (1) interactional past, or the memories of interactions associated with a site, 

and (2) interactional potential, or the future experiences perceived as likely or possible to 
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occur in a site”. Others have emphasized that place attachment is more than an emotional 

experience; it is also comprised of cultural beliefs and practices that link people to places 

(Altman & Low, 1992). Allen et. al. (2009) describes sense of place as the “values people 

attach to specific landscape locations.” Tuan describes attachment as a bond to a place 

(Tuan, 1974).  

Place attachment has been found to be affected by several factors: socio-demographics, 

place involvement, place familiarity and knowledge, place satisfaction, preference, activity, 

and culture (Najafi & Shariff, 2011).  Brehm, Eisenhauer, & Krannich (2004) established 

fourteen attachment variables that can be used for measurement, including: family ties; 

slow pace of life; ability to earn off of the land; local culture and traditions; economic 

opportunities; natural landscapes/views; opportunities for recreation; low level of 

development; and few property restrictions. Research showed that “social attachment and 

attachment to the natural environment are distinct dimensions of the broader concept of 

community attachment” (Brehm, Eisenhauer, & Krannich, 2004).  

Burley, Jenkins, Laska & Davis (2007) found that residents’ stories of place reveal a strong 

degree of place attachment where “ideas of fragility and uniqueness are employed to 

frame the place in which they live.” The study respondents strongly identified with place, 

where attachment and identification developed over generations and their social and 

economic “livelihood,” was interwoven with place. It was the everyday experience and 

processes of place that “built a sense of self embedded in place and community” (Burley, 

Jenkins, Laska & Davis, 2007).  
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Variables that have been used to measure place attachment include: “family ties; slow 

pace of life; ability to earn off of the land; local culture and traditions; economic 

opportunities; natural landscapes/views; opportunities for recreation; low level of 

development; and few restrictions on what can be done with land/property” (Brehm, 

Eisenhauer, & Krannich, 2004).  

Beckley (2003) describes that “places that are undergoing, or will undergo, dramatic 

change, to either ecological attributes in the landscape or sociocultural characteristics 

represent excellent potential for the study of place attachment.”  

Sense	of	Place	in	Planning	Frameworks	

Research on sense of place is applicable to design of planning frameworks and 

management strategies for ecosystem management (Kruger, 2003; Hayes, Graham, & 

Quigley, 1996; Williams & Patterson, 1996; Williams & Stewart, 1998), natural resource 

management (Jacobs & Buijs, 2011; McCool, Clark & Stankey, 2008), recreation and 

tourism (Farnum, Hall & Kruger, 2005) and community planning (Szymanski, 2010). While 

applicability is apparent, sense of place concepts are intangible, which make them 

subjective and possibly speculative in some contexts, and difficult to measure. Because of 

this, these aspects are often neglected during planning processes.  

Place and associated emotional attributes are important for “understanding of 

stakeholders’ preferences, values, and beliefs related to land use” (Brehm, Eisenhauer, & 

Krannich, 2004). Stedman (2009) suggests an integrated framework incorporating beliefs, 

values, and attitudes that promote prediction of what interests are promoted or impacted 
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by land use strategies. This framework for incorporating sense of place is a means to 

organize the intangible impacts of land use change on human, like place satisfaction and 

attachment, social relationships, and aesthetic value in a way that they are systematically 

measured, which increases defensibility (Stedman, 2009).  

Moreover, research into sense of place can help place managers and policy makers 

understand the relationships of local residents and their surroundings, which have been 

shown as a “useful indicator of environmental concern, commitment to a place, and 

support for resource management” (Trentelman, 2009). In addition, frameworks can be 

beneficial to reveal sets of meanings or values that different stakeholders have and by 

extension whose meanings and attachments are likely to be supported or impacted by 

certain land use planning strategies (Stedman, 2009). The US Forest Service has 

established a human dimensions framework and guidelines for conducting social 

assessments as a means to connect concepts and indicators from the social sciences and 

appropriate methods for collecting data (Bright, Cordell, Hoover & Tarrant, 2003). Sense of 

place is identified as an indicator in the human dimensions framework to gain insights into 

the psychological importance that individuals and groups find in the natural world, their 

public perceptions, and well-being (Bright, Cordell, Hoover & Tarrant, 2003). 

Sense of place has also been identified as a means to “bridge the gap between science of 

ecosystems and their management by offering managers a way to anticipate, identify, and 

respond to the bonds people form with places” (Williams, 1998).  It can also be seen as a 

means to respect that people are a rightful part of ecosystems (Williams, 1998).  The 

Forest Service has developed frameworks for ecosystem management that incorporate 

sense of place concepts (Hayes, Graham, & Quigley, 1996; Galliano& Loeffler 1999; 
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Williams, 1995; Kruger, 2003). These frameworks are based on the idea that ecosystems 

are social constructions. As part of the Interior Columbia Basin Ecosystem Project, the 

goal, “Manage for the Human Sense of Place” was incorporated into ecosystem 

management practices (Hayes, Graham, & Quigley, 1996).  This goal was used to orient 

ecosystem management towards a “wider variety of human needs and desires than past 

management practices” in order to “increase the social acceptability of specific land 

management actions” (Hayes, Graham, & Quigley, 1996).   

The EPA has also developed assessment tools and a guide for understanding sense of 

place, with the intent that an understanding of sense of place will translate into 

environmental solutions (EPA, 2002). The technical guide also includes a summary of 14 

community case studies documenting how the guide can be applied. One case study that 

was included in the guidance was that of a community cultural assessment that was 

conducted better understand the environmental values of a community surrounding the 

Appalachia Preserve in Adams County, Ohio (EPA, 2002). The cultural assessment, 

performed using a mix of focus groups, interviews, and content analysis to gain insights 

into community attitudes and concerns, established a visioning process for a community-

generated land use plan and instilled confidence, where confidence was previously 

lacking, that local government could succeed at solving tradeoffs between the environment 

and the economy (EPA, 2002). 

Other approaches have been taken for managing water for a variety of purposes, including 

recreation (McCool, Clark & Stankey, 2008).  A framework approach was developed by 

McCool, Clark & Stankey (2008) for the assessment and consideration of the symbolic 
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aspects of water, including values, where these values are identified, considered, and 

managed based on how they interact. 

Sense of place has also been incorporated into natural resource recreation and tourism 

(Farnum, Hall & Kruger, 2005).  Farnum and others stressed the importance of knowing 

and using the local place names, communicating management plans in “locally-recognized 

place-specific terms”, understanding the politics of place, and playing close attention to 

special places that have differing meanings to different groups (Farnum, Hall & Kruger, 

2005).   

Place management, a practice emerging most notably in the UK, Germany, Australia, and 

the Netherlands, draws from a variety of disciplines, including community development, 

regeneration, management, marketing, tourism and leisure, economic development as a 

means of making places better (IPM, 2013). Place marketing and branding components of 

place management have embraced sense of place as a means to make places better. 

Place branding theory suggests that places can be managed to “maximize equity, value, 

and awareness of the characteristics of place identity, differentiation, and personality” 

(Kavaratzis, 1973). Place branding has used sense of place as a way to represent the 

identity and expression of a place (Aitken & Campelo, 2009).  

Place branding strategies have been applied at various scales, including national, 

regional, city, and rural community (Andersson, 2007; Balakrishnan, 2008; Meüller & 

Schade, 2012; Swinney Lang, & Runyan, 2012). Research in place branding has found 

that the influence of the local culture and enhancement of community identity are of critical 

importance for managing a place brand (Aitken & Campelo, 2009).  A major challenge for 
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branding a communities sense of place is the relationships between how people see 

themselves and their connection to place (Aitken & Campelo, 2009). Place branding has 

traditionally focused on destination branding for tourism, where residents were commonly 

excluded from branding process; however, there is a growing recognition that local 

residents are critical participants in the branding processes (Braun, 2013, Kavaratzis, 

2012; Swinney, Lang, & Runyan, 2012).   

Swinney, Lang, & Runyan (2012) evaluated resident’s perspectives on rural community 

branding in four US communities. The study found that community brand identity typically 

fails to reflect the perceptions of residents; however, the strength of feelings and the 

similarity of feelings between residents about community image can guide community 

branding (Swinney, Lang, & Runyan, 2012). The research suggests the need to improve 

and strengthen community brand image and the communication of the brand through 

improved strategies that are meaningful to community members (Swinney, Lang, & 

Runyan, 2012). 

Study	Area		

The Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta (Delta) is an inverted (i.e., inland) delta located at the 

confluence of the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers (Figure 1). It consists of 57 leveed 

islands and 1,100 miles of waterways that span large portions of Sacramento, San 

Joaquin, Yolo, Contra Costa and Solano counties, and a small portion of Alameda County 

in California (DSC, 2012a).  
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The legal Delta covers 738,239 acres (DPC, 2010). Its statutory boundaries were 

established in 1959 with the passage of the Delta Protection Act, which was later 

amended in 1992 to distinguish primary and secondary zones within the legal boundary 

(DWR, 2009).  

The primary zone was established to promote agriculture as the primary land use (DPC, 

2010). Almost all urbanized areas within the Delta are located within the secondary zone 

(DPC, 2012a). There is one incorporated city (Isleton) and portions of Stockton, West 

Sacramento, Rio Vista, and Pittsburg, in the secondary zone of the Delta (DPC, 2010).  

The rural primary zone of the Delta and its residents are the main focus of this research. 

Within the primary zone of the Delta, there are several rural unincorporated or “legacy” 

towns that are situated along the Sacramento River, including Clarksburg, Courtland, 

Hood, Locke, Ryde, and Walnut Grove. The primary zone consists of approximately 

487,625 acres of land and about 50,000 acres of water (DPC, 2010). The approximate 

percentages of primary zone area within counties are: Contra Costa: 8%; Yolo: 10%; 

Solano: 16%; Sacramento: 28%; and San Joaquin: 38% (DPC, 2010). 

Demographics	

The population within the Delta is approximately 572,000 people (DPC, 2012a). While the 

primary zone of the Delta covers approximately 67% of the total land area; the current 

population accounts for only about 2% of the entire Delta’s population. The approximate 

12,000 resident population has remained relatively constant over the past 20 years since 

the passage of the 1992 Delta Protection Act, but recent studies suggest that it may be 

shrinking (DPC, 2012a).   
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Figure 1  Legal Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta 

Source: Delta Protection Commission Land Resource Management Plan (DPC 2010) 
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The Delta, as a whole, is ethnically diverse and has a slightly higher proportion of youth 

than California as a whole; however, the primary zone is indicative of an area with an 

older, predominately white and non-Hispanic population, without children living in small 

households (DPC, 2012a). Minority populations are present in the rural, agricultural areas 

on the periphery of the Delta, as well as in the interior primary zone, and near legacy 

communities (DPC, 2012a). Minority populations represented in the primary zone include 

Hispanic, Asian, and African American groups (DPC, 2012a). Large swaths of agricultural 

areas in the middle of the Delta house a greater proportion of Hispanic populations in 

comparison with all other ethnic groups (DPC, 2012a). 

Approximately 71% of rural residents own their homes. Overall employment within the 

primary zone is concentrated in the agricultural sector, accounting for approximately 44% 

of total jobs (DPC, 2012a). Recreation-related jobs in the primary zone account for 9% of 

the total jobs (DPC, 2012a).  Employed residents of the primary zone work in agriculture 

(12%), education (11%), construction (10%), and health care (8%) (DPC, 2012a). A 

slightly greater proportion of households in the primary Delta (34%) have an income of 

less than $35,000 per year when compared to California as a whole (29%) (DPC, 2012a). 

The	Delta	as	a	“Place”	

The Delta is a unique place of economic, environmental, historic and cultural significance 

(DPC, 2012a). Distinguishing characteristics of the Delta include its geography, natural 

resources, rural setting, legacy communities, infrastructure, and mix of economic activities 

(DSC, 2012a).  It has meandering waterways, winding levee roads, abundant recreation 

opportunities, productive agriculture operations, shipping channels, natural gas storage 

fields, and major electrical and water infrastructure (DSC, 2012a).  	
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In the forward of his book, A picture tour of the 1,000 mile Delta, the late Hall Schell (also 

referred to as “Mr. Delta” and “Godfather of the Delta”) (1982) writes: 

It has a personality and soul all its own… [i]t is a geographic wonder of sorts, 
a place of many moods. And those of us who splash along its 1,000-mile 
waterways, rattle over its wretched narrow levee roads, and maybe take-up 
residence…[we] ultimately become disciples. We become Delta people. We 
sing its praises while suffering through the Delta moods, the vagaries of 
weather, the changes of seasons. And we are only too happy to do so. We 
also play mother hen to the Delta, fretting over the adequacy of its levee 
system, grumbling about water hyacinth, and cursing bureaucrats who 
propose laws to alter ‘our Delta.’ 

The Delta is also a place of competing needs and demands, and has been described to be 

“in crisis” (Delta Vision, 2008a, DSC, 2012, Lund et. al., 2010). Regional population 

increases have created pressure for urban development in the rural parts of the Delta 

(Lund et. al., 2010). Land subsidence and climate change increase the vulnerability of 

levees to failure (Lund et. al., 2010). Water quality in the Delta is compromised as a result 

of agricultural and urban runoff and salinity intrusion (Lund et. al., 2010). Endangered 

species and native fisheries are continuing to decline, while invasive species are 

increasing (Lund et. al., 2010). Levee vulnerability and declining ecosystem health 

threaten to disrupt the state’s water supply (Lund et. al., 2010). It’s also a place where 

“regulators clash with water system operators, stakeholders often take each other to court, 

and Delta residents fear that solutions will alter their way of life and land” (DSC, 2012).  

History	of	the	Delta	

The Delta has a rich history, which dates 10,000 years ago to the time of Native American 

inhabitance. Nisenan, Miwok, Yokuts, and Patwin villages of 100 or more were once 

situated along the waterways on Delta islands (DSC, 2012). During this time, the Delta 
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was a system of approximately 400,000 acres of freshwater and brackish marshes 

surrounded by a variety of habitat types including grasslands, oak woodlands, and 

chaparral (DPC, 2012b, DSC, 2012). Figure 2 shows a map of the historic conditions of 

the Delta.  

First European settlement in the Delta dates back to the late 1840s (DPC, 2012b).  At this 

time, the Delta was used as a steamboat travel corridor for forty-niners traveling between 

the San Francisco Bay area and the Sierra Nevada Mountains (DPC, 2012b). Traveling 

gold-miners recognized the potential for farming in the Delta and began to settle.  

The Swamp and Overflow Land Act of 1850 facilitated private land ownership and the 

reclamation of the marshes in the Delta for farming (DPC, 2012b). Chinese laborers 

assisted first farmers with the construction of a levee system, which facilitated the draining 

of wetlands (Water Education Foundation, 2010). Equipment, including the clamshell 

dredge, was invented during the time of reclamation and is still used throughout the world 

today (DPC, 2012b). The conversion of marshlands in the Delta to farmland has been 

referred to as one of the largest reclamation projects in the United States (DPC, 2012b).  

Figure 3 shows a map of the reclaimed land conditions of the Delta as it is today. 

Since the time of reclamation in the Delta, diverse minority groups including Chinese, 

Japanese, Filipino, Portuguese, Italians, and East Indians established in communities and 

influenced agricultural landscapes in the Delta (DPC, 2012b).  These influences can still 

be seen today. The town of Locke, commonly referred to as America’s only rural 

Chinatown, was build and inhabited exclusively by Chinese immigrants from 1870 to 1915 

(DPC, 2012b).  
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Figure 2 Historic Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta 

Source: Adapted from the San Francisco Estuary Institute Sacramento‐San Joaquin Delta Historical Ecology 
Investigation (SFEI 2013)  
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Additional Asian influences are seen throughout the Delta in Walnut Grove, Isleton, and 

Courtland. Historic Japanese districts are also found in Walnut Grove and Isleton (DPC, 

2012b).  

Natural	Resources	

The Delta is a complex and unique ecosystem. It is also a part of the largest estuary on 

the West Coast of the Americas (DSC, 2012). The Delta has more than 750 animal and 

plant species, including some that are threatened or endangered (DSC, 2013). Its 

waterways provide vital migrations corridors for native anadromous fish species like 

salmon, and habitat for pelagic (i.e., open water) fish species like the Delta smelt.  

The Delta also lies within the Pacific Flyway and provides important habitat for migratory 

birds (DSC, 2012). Government-owned conservation lands are scattered throughout the 

Delta, some of which are currently being operated as farmlands (DWR, 2007). There are 

also over 190 introduced species in the Delta; several of which are also invasive and 

dominate habitats within the Delta (DWR, 2007). Several fish species, including the striped 

bass and largemouth bass were deliberately introduced to support sport fisheries (DWR, 

2007).  

It is also the largest single source of water supply in the state (Lund et. al., 2010). 

Historically, it received water runoff from 40% of the land within California including flows 

from the Sacramento, San Joaquin, Consumes, Mokelumne, and Calaveras Rivers (DWR, 

2009).  
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Figure 3  Current Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta 

Source: Adapted from the San Francisco Estuary Institute Sacramento‐San Joaquin Delta Historical Ecology 
Investigation (SFEI, 2013)  
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Currently, the Delta serves as the center of the State’s water distribution system. 

Approximately two-thirds of the population in California and millions of acres of farmland is 

reliant on Delta water from the State Water Project and federal Central Valley Project 

(DWR, 2009). Major water facilities located in the southern portion of the Delta are 

dependent on the levee-lined waterways in the Delta for water conveyance (DWR, 2009).  

Much of the land within the interior of the Delta is below sea level. Some areas are 12 to 

15 feet below sea level and require levees 20 to 25 feet tall to continually protect these 

lands from flooding (DSC, 2012).  The primary cause for subsidence in the Delta is a result 

of oxidation of organic-rich peat soils through natural processes and farming activities 

(DSC, 2012). Subsidence also occurs throughout the Delta due to wind erosion, tectonic 

movement, compaction, consolidation (gas withdrawal), burning, and export of peat 

(Center for Design Research 1988). Since the 1950s, rates of land subsidence on the 

Delta islands have declined due to improved land-use practices (DWR, 2007). Further 

subsidence is determined by the thickness of organic (peat) soils, where areas with thicker 

organic soils will continue to subside (DWR, 2007). Levee stability is affected by the 

ongoing subsidence. Because of the subsided islands, levees must hold back substantially 

more water than when they were originally constructed (DWR, 2007). Studies have also 

indicated that when coupled with sea level rise, continued subsidence will magnify the 

instability of the levees within the Delta (Mount and Twiss, 2005).  

Agriculture	

Agriculture is the current dominant land use in the Delta, comprising approximately two-

thirds of the Delta region (DPC, 2012a). The “combination of fertile soils, a marine-

influenced climate, proximity to market”, and a unique farm region with multigenerational 
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farming families makes the Delta an important of California agriculture (DSC, 2013). Iconic 

crops grown in the Delta include Bartlett pears, asparagus, sugar beets, and Irish potatoes 

(DPC 2012b).  Until 1930, 90% of the world’s asparagus was grown in the Delta, deeming 

it the “asparagus capital of the world” (DPC, 2012b).  Currently, 80 percent of Delta 

farmland is used for lower-value field and grain crops, pasture, and grazing lands (DPC, 

2012a). These lands are important to supporting animal agriculture in the Delta and the 

larger region, most notably the California dairy industry where scarcity and costs of forage 

crops has become a challenge (DPC, 2012a). Specialty crops like blueberries, tomatoes, 

cherries, wine grapes, and cherries are also grown in the Delta (DPC, 2012b).  

Recreation	

The Delta provides a variety of recreational opportunities for fishing, boating, windsurfing, 

waterskiing, picnicking, kayaking, camping, and nature viewing, and attracts about 12 

million visitors a year (DSC, 2012). There are approximately over 95 marinas, 11,600 boat 

slips, 55 boat launch ramps, and 2,100 campsites, in the Delta, (DBW, 2002).   

Because of the Delta’s unique recreational opportunities, there are ongoing efforts to make 

the Delta a “new kind of tourist destination that mixes ecosystem restoration, outdoor 

recreation, and an active local economy” (DSC, 2013).  

Delta	Planning	and	Regulation	

The regulation of resources and land use planning in the Delta is complex and 

challenging. For almost 100 years, strategies to manage the Delta to satisfy competing or 

conflicting interests have been debated (Lund et. al., 2010). Currently, there are over 200 

agencies with regulatory authority over the Delta or its resources (Delta Vision, 2008a).  
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Major regulatory challenges associated within the Delta are water supply reliability, water 

quality, ecosystem health, levee integrity, flooding risks, agriculture sustainability, 

urbanization, climate change, and sea level rise (Water Education Foundation, 2010).  

Since the early 1990’s, there have been collaborative efforts by agencies to address these 

challenges in the Delta region (DPC, 2012). The Delta Protection Act of 1992 declared the 

Delta “a natural resource of statewide, national, and international significance”, and 

established the Delta Protection Commission to develop a long-term management plan for 

the primary zone to preserve and protect its “irreplaceable resources”, including 

agriculture, wildlife habitat, fisheries, and navigable waterways (DPC, 2010).  CALFED, an 

effort of 18 State and Federal cooperative agencies, with management or regulatory 

authority over the Delta was formed and charged with developing a long-term 

comprehensive program to restore ecosystem health of the Bay-Delta and improve state-

wide water management for beneficial uses (CALFED 2000). The CALFED program 

described itself as "the largest, most complex water management program in the world," 

engaged in "the most complex and extensive ecosystem restoration project ever 

proposed” (CALFED, 2000). Collaborative planning by CALFED included the development 

of a series of broadly-described programmatic actions and program plans targeted to 

address water quality, water use, ecosystem management, and levee protections that 

would set the long-term direction for the 30-year CALFED Program. Identified impacts 

associated with the implementation of CALFED programmatic actions included: 

 Conversion of agriculture land to project uses for habitat, flood control, and water 

storage 

 Displacement of existing residences and commercial business for project uses 
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 Disruption or physical division of established communities 

 Exposure increases to mosquitos, hazardous materials, and contaminants from 

bioaccumulation in food webs  

 Reduction in agricultural income in local areas, especially in the Delta region, due to 

conversion of agricultural lands to other uses, and increased water prices and 

production costs in some areas 

 Localized adverse social effects on agricultural communities, including social well-

being and job loss resulting from conversion or retiring of agricultural land 

 Adverse regional economic effects in the Delta, Sacramento River, and San 

Joaquin River Regions  

 Adverse environmental justice effects to minority or low-income populations  

While feasible methods to alleviate adverse social and economic effects were identified, 

because of CALFED’s interpretation of regulatory requirements, measures to avoid, 

minimize, or compensate for social and economic effects beyond those prescribed for 

significant natural and physical impacts were not considered (Smith, 2012). For multiple 

reasons, including an inability reach consensus among stakeholders, achieve program 

objectives, and a failure to secure long-term funding, the CALFED Program was never 

fully implemented (DPC, 2012b, State of California, 2005).  

In 2006, Executive Order S-17-06 established the Delta Vision Blue Ribbon Task Force 

(BRTF), to develop a long-term vision, and planning recommendations for the Delta. 

Through the BRTF processes, a Delta Vision Report (Delta Vision, 2008a), Delta Vision 

Strategic Plan (Delta Vision, 2008b), Delta Vision Committee Report (Delta Vision, 2008c), 

and several consultant reports on levees, infrastructure, and financing were prepared. In 

their plans, the Delta Vision BRTF recommended that the Delta be managed for coequal 

goals of ecosystem restoration and reliable water supply. Other recommendations 
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included recognizing the Delta as a “place”, reducing flooding potential, and strengthening 

emergency preparedness (Delta Vision, 2008a, Delta Vision, 2008b). This visioning 

process helped inform the development of the 2009 Comprehensive Water Package 

Senate Bill 1 (SBX7-1) on Delta Governance and Management, which was later signed 

into law as the Delta Reform Act of 2009.  

The Delta Reform Act of 2009 called for a new governance structure comprised of a new 

Delta Stewardship Council and Delta Conservancy, and an enhanced Delta Protection 

Commission to replace the CALFED Program. It also codified coequal goals of "providing 

a more reliable water supply for California and protecting, restoring, and enhancing the 

Delta ecosystem" as the foundation for resource management decisions in the Delta (CA 

Water Code §85054). The Delta Reform Act requires that the coequal goals be “achieved 

in a manner that protects and enhances the unique cultural, recreational, natural resource, 

and agricultural values of the Delta as an evolving place" (CA Water Code §85054).  

Changes	Facing	the	Delta	

The 2009 Delta Reform Act established a new path forward for the management of 

resources in the Delta. The Delta Reform Act reaffirms existing regulations governing the 

Delta and its resources and directs agencies to evaluate, develop, and implement new 

policies and procedures. 

The Delta Stewardship Council was required to: 

 develop, adopt, implement a Delta Plan that will achieve the co-equal goals for the 

Delta 

 consider recommendations by the Delta Protection Commission, Delta 

Conservancy, and other agencies as part of the Delta Plan 
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 consider including the Bay Delta Conservation Plan (BDCP) as part of the Delta 

Plan 

The Delta Protection Commission was required to: 

 develop a regional economic sustainability plan to support increased investment in 

agriculture, recreation, tourism, and other resilient land uses 

 develop a proposal to protect, enhance, and sustain the unique cultural, historical, 

recreational, agricultural, and economic values of the Delta as an evolving place.  

 develop a plan to establish state and federal designation of the “Delta as a Place” of 

special significance, which may include application for a federal designation of the 

Delta as a National Heritage Area (NHA) 

The Delta Conservancy was required to: 

 develop a strategic plan to advance environmental protection, the economic well-

being of Delta residents, and promote education about the Delta 

The California Department of Parks and Recreation was required to: 

 develop a proposal to expand the network of state recreation areas, combining 

existing and newly designated areas within the Delta 

The various plans required by the Delta Reform Act will determine how the Delta will 

change or “evolve” over time. A discussion of the important changes recommended in 

these plans follows. 

Delta	Plan		

The Delta Plan includes legally-enforceable regulatory policies and recommendations for 

“covered actions” that will assist to achieve the coequal goals, protection and 

enhancement the unique values of the Delta as an evolving place, and  risk reduction to 
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people property, and state interests in the Delta (DSC, 2013). Figure 4 presents an 

overview of the Delta Plan. The plan serves as an overarching long-term management 

plan for the Delta, where other agencies carrying out “covered actions” will need to comply 

and be consistent (DSC, 2012). Covered actions include: 

 Projects covered in the provisions of the Delta Plan 

 Projects occurring in the Delta or Suisun Marsh 

 Projects funded by the state or a local public agency 

 Projects that impact the achievement of the Coequal goals  

Several policies are currently proposed to protect and enhance the unique place values of 

the Delta, including 

 Designate the Delta as a National Heritage Area 

 Designate State Route 160 as a National Scenic Byway 

 Locate new development wisely 

 Respect local land use when siting facilities and restoration 

 Plan for the vitality and preservation of Legacy Communities 

 Encourage Agritourism 

 Encourage wildlife friendly farming 

 Provide new and protect existing recreation facilities 

 Expand State Recreation Areas and enhance nature-based recreation 

The Delta Plan is currently in the process of being finalized as part of a modified 

rulemaking package that will be finalized following an April 22, 2013 comment period 

(DSC, 2013b). Once finalized, a Delta Plan Interagency Committee will be responsible for 

executing the plan and monitoring the progress of implementation (DSC, 2012). Adhoc 

workgroups will be created as needed to focus on addressing specific issues (DSC, 2012).  
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Bay	Delta	Conservation	Plan	

The Bay Delta Conservation Plan (BDCP) is currently being developed as part of a 

collaborative effort involving water contractors, water management agencies, and other 

regulatory agencies to protect California water supplies and restore the Sacramento-San 

Joaquin Delta ecosystem (BDCP, 2013). The draft plan proposes a new water conveyance 

facility and large-scale ecosystem conservation and restoration (Figure 5). The plan itself 

is required to meet regulatory requirements and obtain a permit under the state and 

federal endangered species acts for the “taking” of endangered species during the 

construction and operation of a proposed new water conveyance facility. 

Components of the plan include the following: 

 Two 40-foot inside diameter underground tunnels with 60-foot wide construction 

shafts, approximately 35 miles long, and aboveground ventilation and access shafts 

(BDCP, 2013a)  

 Three intake facilities, each with an individual pumping capacity of 3,000 cubic feet 

per second (cfs) (BDCP, 2013a) 

 Associated facilities at each intake, including fish screens, sedimentation basins, a 

pumping plant, and a surge tower (BDCP, 2013a) 

 Two new water forbays; one 750 acre intermediate forbay , and one 600 acre 

forbay expansion adjacent to the Clifton Court Forbay (BDCP, 2013a; BDCP, 2012) 

 Up to seven operable and fixed waterway barriers and gates to guide fish migration 

and control water quality (BDCP, 2013a) 

 5 concrete batch plants ranging from 2 to 40 acres in size 

 Temporary barge loading/unloading facilities and construction staging areas, and 

new bridges, levees, access roads, high voltage transmission lines and 

substations(BDCP, 2012) 

 Borrows, spoils, and tunnel muck disposal areas for approximately 20 million cubic 

yards of material from forbay construction, 1 million cubic yards of sediment from 
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channel dredging, and 22 million cubic yards of tunneling muck (BDCP, 2012, 

Leavenworth, 2013)  

 Restoration or protection of approximately 145,000 acres of habitat over the next 50 

years, including 10,000 acres of new floodplain, 65,000 acres of tidal marsh, and 20 

levee miles of channel margin (BDCP, 2013b) 

Construction of the facilities is anticipated to take approximately 10 years and restoration 

would occur over the course of 50 years (BDCP, 2013c). Proposed implementation of the 

plan over the 50 year period will include ongoing monitoring and permitting oversight, and 

application of adaptive management (BDCP, 2013c).  A complete draft plan is anticipated 

to be released by the end of May 2013 (BDCP, 2013d). The plan will then undergo 

environmental review and public review. A final BDCP plan and environmental review 

document is currently anticipated for the spring of 2014 (BDCP, 2013e).  

Economic	Sustainability	Plan	for	the	Delta	

The Economics Sustainability Plan was finalized by the Delta Protection Commission in 

2012 (DPC, 2012a). The plan includes a comprehensive summary of the current economic 

conditions within the Delta and strategies for economic sustainability. 
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Figure 4 The Delta Plan 

Source: Adapted from the Final Draft Delta Plan (DSC, 2012)	 	
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Figure 5 The Bay Delta Conservation Plan 

Source: Bay Delta Conservation Plan website (BDCP, 2013) 
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Focused evaluations of legacy communities were also perform to determine economic 

development potential. Recommendations included strategies and actions for public safety 

and sustainability of agriculture, recreation and tourism, infrastructure, habitat restoration, 

and water supply reliability. General recommendations included: 

 Designation of a regional agency to implement economic development efforts, 

including planning, permitting, and marketing and branding 

Other “place” related recommendations included: 

 Limiting the loss of agriculture and protecting water quality for agriculture 

 Supporting growth in agritourism 

 Focusing recreation development on waterways. dispersed points of interest and 

destination complexes 

The Economic Sustainability Plan was forwarded to the Delta Stewardship Council for 

incorporation into the Delta Plan (DPC, 2012a; DSC, 2012). 

National	Heritage	Area	Initiative	

An application for a federal National Heritage Area (NHA) designation and feasibility study 

was prepared by the Delta Protection Commission in 2012. The study evaluated 

approaches to “recognize, enhance, and promote the Delta as place to help cultivate and 

retain appreciation and understanding of the Delta as an ecological, agricultural, 

recreational, historical, and cultural treasure” (DPC, 2012b). Figure 6 shows the 

conceptual boundaries for the National Heritage Area. As part of the study the following 

goals were established: 
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 Brand the Delta as a region of national significance to educate the public about 

“Delta as a Place” 

 Build support for preserving, protecting, and enhancing the Delta 

Themes developed to further the project goals and support designation as a national 

heritage area were: 

 At the heart of California lies America’s inland Delta 

 Conversion of the Delta from marshland to farmland was one of the largest 

reclamation projects in the United States 

 Multi-cultural contributions and experiences have shaped the Delta’s rural 

landscape 

 The Delta, California’s Cornucopa, is among the most fertile agricultural regions in 

the world 

 The Delta lies at the center of California’s water resources challenges 

In February and March of 2013, the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta National Heritage 

Area Establishment Act was introduced to the senate (Bill S.228) and the house (Bill H.R. 

1004), respectively (THOMAS, 2013).  

Sacramento‐San	Joaquin	Delta	Conservancy	Strategic	Plan		

In 2012, the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Conservancy (Conservancy) completed a 5-

year strategic plan to achieve its vision, mission, and key priorities. The plan established 

goals and objectives and identified several strategies to “protect, enhance, and restore the 

Delta’s economy, agriculture, and working landscapes, and environment for the benefit of 

the Delta region, its local communities, and the citizens of California” (Delta Conservancy, 

2012).    
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Figure 6 Conceptual Boundary for the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta National Heritage Area  

Source: Feasibility Study  (DPC, 2012b) 
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A plan objective relating to sense of place is:  

 Objective 1.1: “Collaborate with others to develop educational material, promotional 

materials, and visual representations of the Delta that enhance and communicate a 

sense of place and promote Delta products” 

Strategies to achieve the objective of enhancing and communicating a sense of place in 

the Delta include: 

o Collaborate with others to develop educational materials and activities that 

represent the significant and distinctive aspects of the Delta 

o Collaborate with others to define, support, and promote the development of a 

Delta “brand”  

o Support the effort to explore federal designation of the Delta as a National 

Heritage Area 

The implementation of proposed strategies will be conducted in stages that are based on 

priorities and funding (Delta Conservancy, 2012). 

Recreation	Proposal	for	the	Sacramento‐San	Joaquin	Delta	and	Suisun	Marsh	

The proposal was prepared by the California State Parks Planning Division (State Parks) 

in 2011 and summarizes the existing recreation resources and facilities in the Delta and 

recommends future potential state parks in the Delta and enhancements to existing ones 

(State Parks, 2011). Recommendations were developed using a “Gateway-Basecamp-

Adventure” strategy, which designated communities on the periphery of the Delta as 

“gateways”, established interior locations within the Delta as “basecamps”, and proposed 

adventure themes for recreation opportunities that appeal to a diverse audience (State 

Parks, 2011).  Figure 7 shows the location of proposed gateway communities, and existing 

and proposed recreation sites. Adventure themes included: “Fun with Family and Friends”, 

“A Boating Lifestyle”, “Hunting Excursion”, “Bird Watching Safari”, “Biking Excursion”, and 
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“Heritage Tourism” were proposed. In addition, a California Delta Heritage Corridor to link 

“historic Delta communities, recreation areas, wildlife and fish habitats, agritourism 

attractions and festivals, and Delta excursion boats” was proposed as part of the Heritage 

Tourism adventure theme (State Parks, 2011).   
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Figure 7 Recreation Proposal for the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta 

Source: State Parks 2012  	
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Methods	

This research uses qualitative research methods of content analysis and in-depth 

interviews to present a case study analysis to explore sense of place for rural residents in 

the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta (Delta). This research seeks to answer the 

following research questions:  

1. What factors contribute to a perceived sense of place for residents within the rural 

Delta communities and how could this sense of place be affected as the Delta 

changes? 

 
2. Can sense of place be managed during extensive change of “place” in a manner that 

would allow for sense of place to be maintained? If possible, what information or tools 

are critically necessary in order to do so?  

Data	Collection	

Data collected for this research consisted of written comment letters and emails, comment 

cards, meeting transcripts, and primary and secondary interview data. Data collected for 

content analysis was limited to publicly available documents from 2000 to the present that 

are specifically relevant to sense of place in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. These 

included written public comments from individuals, local agencies, or special local 

organizations as part of public participation requirements for the development of the 

CALFED Bay-Delta Program Plans, Delta Vision Reports, Bay Delta Conservation Plan, 

Delta Conservancy Strategic Plan, Recreation Proposal for the Delta, Feasibility Study for 

the National Heritage Designation, and the Delta Plan. In addition, comment letters posted 
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on the Delta Conservancy’s website were also obtained. Analysis of public meeting 

transcripts was limited to meetings held within the Delta and immediately surrounding 

areas.  

All data collected for content analysis was converted to an electronic form by transcription 

or scanning, as necessary. A listing of materials included in the content analysis is 

included in Appendix A. Complete datasets were unavailable in some instances. Written 

comment letters for CALFED programs were not readily available. Materials from other 

significant planning efforts ongoing in the Delta were unavailable, including public 

participation for Economic Sustainability Report for the Delta. Primary data was collected 

through individual interviews with members of Delta agencies and other organizations. 

During the interviews, notes were taken and a summary of the interview dialog was 

transcribed.  

Secondary interview data was also collected and analyzed as part of this research. 

Secondary interview data was derived from several documents identified during the 

literature review that contained interview data, directly relevant to this research.  These 

data included information from the Delta Vision Stakeholder Assessment Report (Delta 

Vision 2006), Delta Reflections: The Voices of Agriculture (Trott 2007), and Environmental 

Justice Community Survey Summary Report (DHCCP 2010).  

Some data was obtained through written request or public information requests. No 

privileged or confidential information was considered in this research. 
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Content	Analysis	

Content analysis of existing public comments and public meeting transcripts was 

conducted as part of an unobtrusive evaluation of Delta resident’s feelings, beliefs, values 

and attitudes about the Delta, their sense of place, and land-use and other proposed 

changes in the Delta. NVIVO 10 software was used to assist with organization of data 

sources and the facilitation of content analysis. All files were reviewed to determine text 

search capability. A combination of auto coding and text search queries was used to assist 

in the content analysis. For initial text search inquires, a node hierarchy was established. 

Coding schemes developed during the course of the analysis are presented in Table 1. 

Files that did not support text recognition were coded by hand: approximately two-thirds of 

the data.  

In addition, written comments and transcripts, the documentary “Over Troubled Waters” 

and video interviews conducted as part of the PBS Special News Hour were also 

analyzed. The media transcripts were imported into NVIVO 10 and coded according to the 

same coding schemes as those used for public comments.  

Because this research is partly focused on practical applications of sense of place in 

planning and management, the approach for the content analysis generally followings the 

technical guidance, Values, Beliefs, and Attitudes Technical Guide for Forest Service Land 

and Resource Management, Planning, and Decision-making that has been developed by 

the U.S. Forest Service (Allen et al., 2009).  
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Table 1.  Content Analysis Coding Schemes 

Theme Definition 

“Delta as a Place” & 
Location 

Spatial geographical references, expressions of the Delta as a location, 
as a place, and destination 

Culture 
Description and expressions of people living in the Delta, residents, 
home, landowners, Delta community, way of life, and livelihood 

Landscape, 
Distinctiveness & 
Character 

Expressions of why the Delta is special, its uniqueness, what makes the 
Delta different when compared to other areas, references to specific 
features that contribute character of the Delta, references to landscapes, 
vista, aesthetics, and scenic beauty 

History & Heritage 
Historical expressions of the Delta, inheritance, generational ties, 
legacies, and heritage  

Agriculture 
Expressions of and references to agriculture, farming, wine making, 
including economic associations 

Recreation 
Expressions of and references to recreation, boating, fishing, hunting, 
and other outdoor recreation including economic associations 

Natural Resources 
(Water & Wildlife) 

Expressions of and references to nature, water, water supply, wildlife, 
ecosystem, and management of the environment and natural resources 

Fears & Threats 
Expressed fears and threats facing the Delta and residents of the Delta 

Impacts 
Expressions of impacts associated with a specific action; which is the 
distinguishing factor from fears and threats. If, then impact scenarios 

The guide provides a discussion of definitions for values, beliefs, and attitudes (VBA) and 

methods for extracting VBAs from existing documents using qualitative methods. The 

guide also acknowledges that “sense of place is a topic particularly well-suited for studies 

of VBAs” and content analysis of public comments for VBAs by non-social scientists is an 

appropriate application (Allen et. al,. 2009).  

Definitions for VBAs developed by Allen et. al. (2009) and used in this research are: 

Values: Ideas about the important principals of life, such as what is good or 
bad, desirable or undesirable, right or wrong, and people’s orientation to 
nature and place management.  
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Beliefs: Judgments about what is true and false, which can be based on 
scientific information, feelings and intuition, or cultural norms. Beliefs link 
actions and events and may be about an agency, conditions of land or 
resources it manages, and consequences of agency actions.   
 
Attitudes: Learned tendencies to react favorably or unfavorably to a  
situation, individual, or group preferences for a certain activity or course of 
action. Attitudes arise from a person’s values and beliefs. 

Allen et al. (2009) believe that “when measured systematically using scientific methods, 

sense of place and similar values can enter into the decision-making process not as public 

comments, but as science comparable to any other type of science findings used to help 

develop assessment and implement projects and plan.” Following coding, the data was 

then analyzed to identify VBAs associated with each major theme.  

Interviews	

Interviews were conducted to solicit qualitative information related to aspects of the Delta 

that contribute to a sense of place, policies and planning initiatives associated with the 

Delta, and perceived sense of place impacts by Delta residents as a result of the 

implementation of proposed plans. Interviews with Delta agency representatives involved 

in past and present planning efforts, Delta stakeholders, and other persons knowledgeable 

of sense of place for Delta residents were selected for interviews. Recruitment of interview 

candidates was performed through email or telephone correspondence.  The interviews 

were focused and involved a series of open-ended questions centered on research-

specific discussion topics. The interview protocol and discussion topics are presented in 

Appendix B.  Data from the interviews was organized and compiled across four main 

discussion topics: 1.) Sense of Place in the Delta, 2). Delta Identity and Values, 3). Delta 

Legislation, Planning, and Management, 4.) Changes in the Delta and Residents 
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Perceptions of Changes. A general summary of the information obtained from interviews is 

presented in Appendix C. A list of people interviewed is presented in Appendix D. During 

the interview process, several individuals were identified by others as potential contacts 

that may be able to assist with this research; however, due to research design and time 

constraints these individuals were not contacted or interviewed. A list of these individuals 

is included in Appendix E.  
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Results		

The following section presents a summary of findings from the content analysis and 

interviews. The findings are compiled for each main theme, as defined previously in the 

methodology section. During the analysis, expressions that the Delta is a valuable place, 

has “value”, or is “valued” were common, however, these values were rarely defined.  

Because of this, value terms should be clarified further. Bengston and Xu succinctly 

describe “objects of values” as “the things that we care about or think are important” 

(1992). Examples of “objects of value” in the Delta are agriculture, recreation, and cultural 

resources.  Values, then, are what is good or bad about the “objects of value” (Bengston 

and Xu, 1992).  

Material reviewed as part of the content analysis was found to represent residents from 

different parts of the primary zone of the Delta including Clarksburg, Walnut Grove, and 

Roberts Island; however, the findings of the analysis may not represent the values and 

beliefs of the entire populations in the primary zone of the Delta. In addition, some material 

reviewed from local government or local special interest groups and organizations may be 

contrary to those of residents.  

All efforts were made to confirm that expressed values and beliefs were not taken out of 

their intended context; however, it should be mentioned that inferences were made during 

the analysis and values and/or beliefs could have been misinterpreted. In many instances, 

positive values were identified from negative statements opposing certain aspects of a 

project. Given the nature of the materials reviewed, this analysis best identifies resident’s 

values that are most at stake or challenged as a result of proposed plans. Because of the 
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research context and method, there could be other positive or negative values held by 

residents that were not identified. Some values and beliefs can only be identified through 

direct inquiry, which is a limitation of this analysis.  A detailed discussion of the findings for 

each of the themes is presented below. 

“Delta	as	a	Place”	&	Associated	Themes	

During the content analysis, overlapping and similar values and beliefs were identified for 

themes of “Delta as a Place”, “Location”, “Landscapes”, “Distinctiveness” and “Character”. 

Consequently, the findings for these themes are discussed further together.  A summary of 

values and beliefs associated with the theme “Delta as a Place” and other associated 

themes are presented in Table 2.  

Table 2: Values and Beliefs–“Delta as a Place” & Associated Themes 

Themes Values Beliefs

 “Delta as a Place” 
 Location 
 Distinctiveness 
 Character 
 Landscapes 

 Diversity  
 Small-size communities 
 Historic, cultural and ethnic 

features of towns 
 Beauty, quietness, and 

peacefulness 
 Innovation of its people 
 View sheds of agricultural 

land and nature  
 Low population compared to 

other parts of the state 
 Recreation opportunities 
 Oil and gas reserves and 

opportunities for alternative 
energy development 

 Transportation corridor, 
including waterways for 
shipping 

 The Delta is unique, 
important, special, and has a 
rich history 

 The Delta is a unique 
ecosystem and has unique 
geography as an inland Delta 

 There are unique growing 
conditions in the Delta 
because of peat soils, high 
water tables, and a 
Mediterranean climate 

 Not many people know about 
the Delta 

 Regulations in the Delta are 
time consuming and costly 

 Agencies are withholding 
information about future plans 
for the Delta 
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The most frequent descriptor used when referring to the Delta is that it is unique, special, 

and important. Residents described the Delta as a resource of local, statewide, national, 

and international importance. Associations of why the Delta was so unique included 

location, natural and biological features, climate, built features, agriculture and growing 

conditions, recreational opportunities, and the people.  

Interview respondents of the Environmental Justice Community Survey describe that the 

Delta communities are unique and special because of a “small-town” feeling, the type of 

people, community culture, personality, location, surroundings, recreational opportunities, 

diversity, and mixed uses. The best attributes of the Delta described by interview 

respondents, included quietness, peaceful nature, beautiful scenery, fertile farmland, 

riparian areas, small communities, great recreational resource, tourism, and the 

contribution to transportation of goods.  

During the Delta Vision Strategic Plan, a Delta agency representative describes: 

Sutter and New Hope Islands are out of place when compared to other 
islands1 because of highly productive agriculture, tremendous infrastructure, 
planting to permanent trees and vines, very high priced property; in the 
famous Clarksburg and Lodi wine growing regions; they have deep well 
drained soils, they both have state-of-the-art Reclamation Districts; both 
islands have the highest water quality; tomatoes yields are outstanding; 
alfalfa quality on the two islands is some of the best in the entire state of 
California; both islands have many homes, shops, and value added 
components.  

  

                                                            
1The commenter was referring to a listing of islands on a high priority list for restoration. The other islands/areas identified 
were Prospect Island, New Hope Tract and McCormack–Williamson Tract, Suisun Marsh, and Yolo Bypass, and Cache 
Slough 
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A comment card submitted by a Delta resident during the Delta Vision planning effort read:  

the Delta is a remarkable resource for more than fresh water, farming and 
recreation. In this unique region you also find natural gas & oil reserves, 
opportunities for wind and solar energy development, and the amazing copia 
of wildlife and aquatic habitat.  

Landscape associations described by Delta residents included levees, and views of 

farmland and nature. Beauty was another commonly employed descriptor of the Delta, 

which implies that the beauty of the Delta is found within its landscape; however, specific 

landscape features were not always explicit. In the documentary, Over Troubled Waters, a 

resident describes the view of the Delta from the air as a “beautiful quilt of farms”. During 

interviews, another person explained that “if you look at the Delta from an aerial, you will 

see over 1,100 miles of levees, rows of crops, and Suisun Marsh”. Others were more 

indifferent in their description of the landscapes. A commenter on the first draft of the Delta 

Plan stated, “the existing system of levees, for better or worse, create the existing 

landscape of the Delta”. A Clarksburg resident states, “the Delta is really unique in the 

complexity and seeming irrationality of its …landforms.” 

The Delta was also described as having special communities with cultural resources, 

indicating that these cultural features provide character and distinctiveness when 

compared to other areas. Locke was commonly used for character and distinctiveness 

context. A resident during the BDCP scoping process stated:  

the Delta is a location of a number of small historical towns that have 
survived the difficulties of being in a flood plain...This kind of plan that I see 
here actually stops any kind of growth and progress that is necessary to 
maintain the character of these small towns. The plan…will destroy the 
character of the Delta towns. 
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The Delta is also viewed as a place with a lot of regulations and regulatory processes that 

are time consuming and costly. Once commenter stated, “we follow all of the regulations, 

too, which are becoming quite burdensome, very expensive for permits, and all of those 

sort of things.”  

Residents were also critical of maps that were used in planning projects, indicating that the 

maps that are used were incorrect in reflecting current conditions in the Delta, naming of 

islands, or were missing key pieces of information like entire islands or roadways. During 

the BDCP scoping process, a resident stated:  

identify or designate on any map or list of Delta islands, districts, or tracts 
two of the northernmost of these, that is, Netherlands District (Reclamation 
District 999) and Lisbon District (Reclamation District 307).These comprise 
together more than 30,000 acres of the Primary Zone of the Statutory Delta... 
The North Delta is more than a blank space. As a matter of justice, courtesy, 
accuracy, and for the public and historical record, please put us ‘on the map.  

In some instance, resident’s interpreted the missing features from maps as 

underhandedness or locations of future projects that are not being disclosed to residents. 

Residents also indicate that most people do not know where the Delta is and that that the 

Delta is not well known. Some residents believe that people need to know about the Delta 

to raise awareness that the Delta is a fragile ecosystem. Residents also want others to 

know that the Delta is more than an ecosystem and source for water supply and that there 

are people living there that will be impacted by resource management decision. These 

statements were also discussed by some in conjunction with the need for water 

conservation practices. Others discussed the need for awareness of the Delta with the 

need to promote the Delta for tourism. 
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Culture		

Culture included resident’s expressions about life and living in the Delta, its residents, and 

communities. A summary of values and beliefs associated with the theme “Culture” is 

presented in Table 3.  

Lifestyle within the Delta was expressed as being based in agriculture or as having a “rich 

agricultural background”, slow-paced, and with a degree of privacy and solitude. The Delta 

was also described as wonderful place to live and to raise children. Secondary interview 

data from Delta Vision stakeholder interviews described the lifestyle as having an 

“agrarian character”, which relates to land and farming.  There was also mention of very 

little to no crime in the Delta.  

Table 3: Values and Beliefs–Culture 

Theme Values Beliefs

Culture 

 Agrarian character 
 Slow-paced way of life 
 Solitude 
 Privacy 
 Low crime 
 Safety 
 Strong ties to family 
 Close-knit relationships 
 Community 
 Representation in decision-

making 
 Respect 
 Adaptability 
 Protected property rights 

 Residents are environmental 
stewards of resources 

 There is little to no crime in 
the Delta 

 The Delta as a home/place is 
equally important as 
ecosystem and a reliable 
water supply 

 People are more important 
that fish 

 Food production is more 
important that fish 

 Recreation and tourism is just 
as important as agriculture 

 Delta people are not 
represented in planning 
processes 
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Delta farmers identified that they were good environmental stewards of the land and water 

and practiced diversified farming which provides benefits to wildlife. A Clarksburg farmer at 

BDCP meeting states, “We are environmental stewards of our land and water…We’d be 

foolish not to be…We are extremely careful about how we use our water, and we 

participate in the watershed coalition which monitors and helps improve our use of water.”  

Communities within the Delta were referred to as small, “close-knit”, and farming 

communities where the residents can be depended upon to help each other out. A Delta 

resident at a BDCP meeting describes: 

there are not many places left in California where everybody knows 
everybody else, where the crime rate is pretty much zero, and where 
neighbors actually care and help each with only a phone call. These are the 
values that are getting lost in society today and with this project you will lose 
a community that doesn’t really exist in very many places anymore. 

Members of the community were often referred to as farmers. A commenter at a 

Clarksburg public meeting stated, “the people that help us grow our crops live on our 

farms, many with their families. These farms are what make the Delta communities 

function. Eliminate us and the communities wither.” A local land owner and member of the 

Clarksburg Associated for Wine and Grape Growers at a 2008 BDCP scoping meeting 

stated, 

This area has a lot of large ranches on it, a lot of them farming grapes and 
alfalfa, and other things like that. And what that allows us to do is to work as 
a community to do some things that are very important for the area, but also 
very important for the Delta.  
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When asked about important community activities, interview respondents of the 

Environmental Justice Community Survey described agricultural activities, the Clarksburg 

Fourth of July Parade, Pear Fair, Catfish Jubilee, and the Crawfish Festival. A Delta 

resident also stated that schools in the Delta were “in many cases…the centerpiece of 

these Delta towns.”  

In public forums, residents expressed being mistreated, uniformed, or ignored during 

planning processes. A Clarksburg resident expressed that they felt they were an “objects 

of an environmental experiment based on presumptions”. A Rio Vista City Council member 

at a 2008 BDCP scoping meeting states, “we in the Delta are not represented on 

something that is going to impact every single one of us, and our livelihoods.” Another 

commenter at a 2009 BDCP informational meeting states:  

I want you to look good and hard. Because these are the people that are 
growing the food that you eat. These are the people that are stewards to 
your recreation sources out here. And these are the people that live and 
thrive in the Delta.  

There is also a strong sense of inequity, where Delta residents are affected for the benefit 

of Southern California. There is an impression that projects being proposed in the Delta 

are “water and land grabs”. During a television interview, a Roberts Island farmer states” 

“There are powerful moneyed interests in taking the water out of here. It's a transfer of 

wealth, pure and simple. And the excuse of revitalizing this Delta is just that, an excuse”. 

Another commenter stated, “I am for the Clarksburg community and its citizens. In my 

opinion the State has made up its mind at how they want to precede. I realize that 

Calif[ornia] is one state, don't sacrifice one community for another.” 
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History	&	Heritage	

A summary of values and beliefs associated with the themes “History & Heritage” is 

presented in Table 4.  

Table 4: Values and Beliefs–History & Heritage 

Theme Values Beliefs

History & Heritage 

 Connections to first European 
settlements 

 Farming traditions 
 Fishing traditions 
 Long-term land stewardship 

and land investments 
 Pride in heritage 

 There is a unique and diverse 
history in the Delta 

 Multi-generational land 
ownership should be 
acknowledged in decisions-
making 

 The heritage of the Delta 
associated with endurance, 
hard work, and innovation 

Multigenerational residential ties, some sixth and seventh generation, to Delta were 

expressed by many residents. These heritage ties were most often expressed in 

association with home and family. A Delta resident states during the Delta Vision Process:  

My family has lived on this island since the 1840’s and I have children and 
grandchildren living with us on this land, PLEASE do not make us move off 
our land that has a huge heritage to me and my family…we have our 
livelihood here and don’t want to move, so find other ways for the water to 
go. 

Residents also described multi-generational farming traditions. Farmers from Stockton 

wrote:  

Our farm was deeded to the family more than 100 years ago. My wife’s 
ancestors arrived in this country penniless, worked hard and bought this farm 
in 1876. This farm is our home, our livelihood, and more importantly our 
family’s heritage. 
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Another resident on Roberts Island writes in a letter to the Blue Ribbon Task Force:  

I am a lifelong resident and third generation farmer on Roberts Island in the 
South Delta. My grandfather established the farm in 1895. The house…built 
in 1910. I raised my children, the fourth generation here. “These 
plans…would be the end of my business, my heritage, and my home. I’m not 
a selfish person; there are plenty of other people on the Island with a similar 
story, or potential greater loss.  

Multigenerational fishing traditions in the Delta were also expressed. A Delta resident at a 

BDCP meeting in Stockton states: 

In three generations...my great grandfather was a commercial fisherman on 
the Delta. My grandfather had the opportunity to work as a commercial 
fisherman on the Delta until 1958, and then there’s me.  

It is unknown whether the multigenerational ties to the Delta are widespread throughout 

the rural communities or whether those that have multigenerational ties to the Delta are 

more likely to participate in certain public planning processes. Nevertheless, it does 

appear that multi-generational families have been fishing and farming throughout the Delta 

region.  
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Agriculture	

Identified values and beliefs associated with agriculture are presented in Table 5. Farms 

were described by residents as small, wildlife friendly, and diversified. Farming in the Delta 

was referred to by many commentators in public hearings, documents and interviews as 

“productive”. A Roberts Island resident stated during the Delta Vision processes “We have 

the best production rates in the United States”.  When discussing agriculture in the Delta, 

common associations of fertility and references to unique peat soils were also made. The 

peat soils used for farming were also a distinguishing factor that sets the Delta apart from 

other farming areas.  

The Delta was also described as a leading producer of pears and asparagus. Other crops 

mentioned by residents included seeds, alfalfa, cherries, apples, kiwis, asparagus, and 

olives. Farmers also described the uniqueness or the importance of the crops they grow. A 

fifth generation farmer from Clarksburg during the BDCP scoping processes stated that 

“Clarksburg produces virtually the entire world’s supply of dichondra seed”. Another 

Clarksburg farmer adds, “for the past 45 years 100% of the world's supply of Dichondra 

seed has been produced in the Clarksburg region… on a consistent basis”.  Another 

Clarksburg farmer indicated that safflower seed is another important crop in the 

Clarksburg area. Most of today's commercially grown Safflower seed were first developed 

and reproduced in the Clarksburg area.  

The importance of sufficient water and fresh water quality for agriculture and water quality 

was also expressed. During a BDCP meeting, a Clarksburg farmer stated “the land 
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provides our livelihood, and the water is our lifeblood”. Another states, “Higher salinity 

directly correlates with reduced agricultural crop choices and production yield”. 

Table 5: Values and Beliefs–Agriculture 

Theme Values Beliefs

Agriculture 

 Fertility 
 Unique timing of harvest 
 Consistent high productivity 
 Well-drained, deep layered, 

easy to work soils 
 Diversification 
 Agriculture-supported 

livelihood 
 Contribution to economy, 

greater agriculture industry, 
and global food security 

 High profit crops 
 Community in farming 

activities 
 Habitat for wildlife 
 Agritourism benefits and 

recreation compatibility 
 Unimpeded farming  
 Part of cultural heritage and 

legacy 
 Low risk economic land use 
 Carbon sink benefits 
 Revenues fund flood 

protection for regional benefits 
 Recognition for proactively 

changing practices to improve 
water quality or conserve 
water 

 Right to Farm, agriculture land 
protection, and safe harbor  
laws 

 Delta farming is productive 
and soils are very fertile.  

 The timing of harvests is 
different from other areas and 
gives an economic advantage 

 Larger farms provide best 
opportunity for diversification 

 Farming on peat soils is 
unique 

 Current farming practices are 
beneficial to wildlife 

 Diversified farming is wildlife 
friendly 

 Large-lot ranchette 
developments fragment 
agriculture and increase land 
values beyond what is 
affordable to growers. 

 Agriculture provides open 
space benefits for tourists 

 Agriculture helps to fight 
against global climate change 

 Development in the 
secondary zone has 
undermined the its purpose as 
an agricultural buffer 

Farmers in the Delta also express the desire to be recognized for “the value of the role” 

they play. in the state of California. One commenter stated, “My 1,000 acres of alfalfa 
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enable dairies to produce enough milk to supply 61,000 people per year. My neighbor 

grows 1,000 acres of tomatoes, which supply about 1.5 million people per year.”  

Residents also expressed the importance of agriculture in the Delta for food security in 

state, national, and global contexts. A farmer stated that “food production should be the 

highest priority”.  A Robert’s Island resident states, “Consider the role that farmers play in 

feeding the nation, and PLEASE give them the respect they deserve”.  

Delta farmers also believe that they are successful and prosperous today because they 

have learned how to adapt and to stay on the cutting edge. At a BDCP meeting, a farmer 

described the “expertise of the Delta farmer” as having “knowledge about its environment 

that perhaps cannot be replaced”. In Clarksburg, a farmer states “we have had to evolve 

and adapt our operations in order to maintain economic viability to ensure the 

sustainability of the family farm for future generations.” Another farmer stated, “how do you 

relocate farmers who have a love for their land and with sweat and hard work have held on 

to family farms through generations?”  

Recreation	

Table 6 presents the identified values and beliefs associated with recreation and 

associated tourism.  

Traditions of boating, fishing, and hunting in the Delta were described by residents. 

Comments on the Recreation proposal for the Delta included, “My family has a tradition of 

hunting and fishing the Delta and Suisun Marsh and I would appreciate it if you could 

support and continue these historical traditions”. Another resident stated during the Delta 

Vision process, “I am a third generation California boater. My family owns a small 
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marina/resort off Ryer Island on Steamboat Slough. I have been boating in the Delta 

region since the early 1970's.”  

Table 6: Values and Beliefs–Recreation 

Theme Values Beliefs

Recreation 

 Social traditions associated 
with recreation (boating, 
fishing, and hunting) 

 Contribution to economy  
 Community in recreation 
 World-renowned  sport 

fishery; trophy fishery; 
tournaments 

 Recreation-supported 
livelihood associated with 
guiding, boat slips, and 
marina operations 

 Resort facilities 

 Demands for recreation and 
tourism will increase as 
populations increase around 
the Delta 

 Sport fishery has declined as 
a result of exporting water 
from the Delta  

 Saltwater intrusion affects 
fishing and boating  

 Certain types of recreation 
may interfere with agricultural 
activities 

 Some recreation activities 
create liability concerns 

Collaborative community-based recreation activities and management were also 

described. A Clarksburg resident described:  

“I…live on a large lake…Lake Winchester…we work very closely with the 
people that are managing the water through a rec[lamation] district…The 
landowners chip in…we have recreational activity…through a water ski club. 
They chip in and maintain the banks on that. We work to keep the reeds and 
the other problems down jointly. And we get a lot of good things done”. 

Residents also described the importance of sufficient water and fresh water quality for 

maintaining recreation, livelihood, and a recreation economy.  
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A resident from Bethel Island states: 

We have friends that drive all the way from Nevada to fish in multiple black 
bass tournaments throughout the year. They contribute out of state to our 
little teeny economy on Bethel Island. That's going to be destroyed…The salt 
intrusion was bad enough this year, you couldn't find a blue gill with a search 
warrant. We did not see them except for a two-week period that's from the 
salt. I have seals swimming up and down past my harbor. That's salt. What 
you're proposing to do is remove so much more water that I'm a little 
concern[ed] that I may have to tell the kids whose parents have boats in my 
harbor, ‘Can't swim today, honey, great white is out.”  

Some residents expressed concern that certain recreation activities may interfere with 

agricultural activities. One resident expressed that bicycling can interfere with agricultural 

practices. Residents were also concerned that roadways within the Delta cannot 

accommodate for farm equipment and bicyclists.  One commenter was concerned about 

spraying crops and nearby recreationists. In addition, liability concerns associated with 

public access to property for agritourism was also expressed. 

Nature	(Water	&	Wildlife)	

A summary of values and beliefs associated with the theme “Nature”, which includes water 

and wildlife is presented in Table 7.  

Residents described the importance for high quality fresh water for agriculture and 

recreation (as discussed previously), as well as for commercial purposes associated with 

fish. A commenter during the Delta Plan process states, “Please keep in mind that serving 

the interests of California fish & other native species best serves homo sapiens in the long 

run. Recreation and tourism "feed" California as much as agribusiness”. A Delta resident 
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stated, “While the farmers in Clarksburg depend on the water for their land for income, I 

depend on the water for my small commercial harbor. And all that fresh water entails.”  

Table 7: Values and Beliefs–Natural Resources (Water & Wildlife) 

Theme Values Beliefs

Nature Resources  
(Water &Wildlife) 

 High quality fresh water 
 Healthy sport and commercial 

fisheries 
 Multigenerational commercial 

fishing traditions 
 Water-supported livelihood 
 Exports under surplus 

conditions 
 Area of origin rights 
 Public trust/Public Trust 

doctrine 
 Equity 
 Unassailable water rights 

 

 The Delta is a freshwater 
estuary 

 The Delta ecosystem is 
declining, impaired, in trouble 

 The Delta needs more water 
to recover 

 Agriculture and fisheries 
thrived together until water 
diversions began.  

 Water diversions are the 
cause for fisheries declines 

 If water exports stopped, the 
ecosystem would recover.  

 Agriculture provides wildlife 
habitat  

 Area of origin rights have 
been violated because 
exports are occurring 
regardless of surplus 
conditions 

 Public trust has been violated 
because the water supply 
system has been over 
allocated  

Many residents expressed that salinity intrusion, as a result of exporting water, is currently 

affecting water quality. Others discussed water treatment plants and irrigation return 

waters from the San Joaquin River are contributing to degraded water quality. One 

resident described that increased water exports would make the Delta “more of a 
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cesspool”, which suggest that there is already significant water quality issues in parts of 

the Delta. A resident during a CALFED meeting in Stockton stated: 

You have stripped this Delta area of the waterways so bad that the fish do 
not come back upstream spawn anymore, we've had a seal in the Stockton 
harbor, we've had Humphrey the wayback whale, all due to stripping this 
waterway clean to where it's brought nothing but selenium in here. 

Another resident describes the changes in species as a result of water quality alterations: 

“I'm from Bethel Island…the changes that we've seen in the last four years in our water 

quality are astronomical. When you see jelly fish, when you see flounder, when you have 

seals living near your island on a continual basis, salt water intrusion is already there”. 

Other residents describe that there have been increases in wildlife in the Delta. A 

commenter at the Clarksburg BDCP scoping meeting states: “We have a host of wildlife 

species here in the Delta. Many animals... I’ve never seen before 20 years ago are all of a 

sudden kind of showing up and in increasing but small numbers. Another resident stated:  

As a lifelong resident and farmer in the North Delta, I have witnessed a 
tremendous increase in numbers and diversity of wildlife in the past forty 
years, including River Otter, Mink, coyote, raccoon, opossum, turkey, raptors 
including Swainson’s and Marsh Hawk, egrets, Herons, Wood duck, and 
pelican. 

Residents also expressed that fisheries health in the Delta in declining. A Delta resident at 

a BDCP meeting in Stockton states: 

No one is going to deny that our Delta is in tremendous trouble. In three 
generations…we transformed the Delta from the largest estuary on the West 
Coast, to our current crisis where salmon season has been closed for the 
first time since 1848 in history, and we have a pelagic fish decline.  
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Residents also expressed that water quality and fisheries health could be improved if 

water exports were discontinued. Habitat restoration in the Delta is seen by residents as 

an approach to take more water out of the Delta. During the BDCP scoping process, a 

resident explains “even though [water quality] is compromised now, it has a chance of 

recovery as long as the pumps are kept turned off and no canal is built.” Other resident 

states: 

Don't even begin to talk to us about habitat restoration solely for 
enhancement of endangered species. This is utterly and entirely about 
mitigation of diversion of water for export from the Delta. I predict that if that 
stopped, the Delta would miraculously improve with no further action. 

Residents also expressed mixed views associated with the striped bass, which was 

introduced to the Delta for sport fishing. In a 2009 BDCP informational meeting, a resident 

describes the issue of striped bass: “It's a predator to the endangered species, but it's also 

an important game fish in the Delta”. Another resident commented: 

We're focusing on the smelt, and we're focusing on the splittails, and we're 
focusing on the salmon. Well, what about the other things that go along the 
Delta? What about the striped bass, which may be an invasive species, but I 
don't think you're going to get rid of them. Are you planning to eradicate them 
totally? I think they're here to stay. 

Similarly, a commenter states, “so that's great they're trying save the smelt and the 

salmon. That's wonderful…the striped bass has co-existed since 1879 with the smelt and 

the salmon. The only thing that's changed since then is more water has been diverted from 

the Delta.” A local special interest group stated “We support a Delta ecosystem that 

sustains and restores native species and the suppression, reduction and elimination of all 

non-native species”. Another states, “Our comments were ignored due to the promoters of 
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Striped Bass and Largemouth Bass tournaments who want to continue to promote their 

sport and their businesses, a concept we support until it results in the detriment of native 

species.” 

Residents also described a lack of trust and the mismanagement of water resources by 

agencies in the Delta. At a meeting in Stockton, a resident states, “Exports were supposed 

to be surplus water, those waters not needed to maintain the Delta”. Another resident 

states, “Water needs in the area of origin were to be protected but those promises were 

broken.” Similarly, the following statement was made: 

You were supposed to be giving us some promises here. To be stewards of 
our land here and our water system. And those promises have been broken. 
And there's been a series of that. You know. We've had plenty of people 
here talk about it this evening. And that has been the theme”. 

In the same vein, residents also discussed the public trust from a literal perspective and 

from the perspective of the public trust doctrine governing water resources. A commenter 

at a BDCP scoping meeting stated: 

The reason we’re here today is public trust. You folks …are trusted or 
entrusted with the public trust. It’s not to do about water. It’s not to do about 
money. It’s public trust. You are public officials, public employees, you owe 
us the trust.  

At a BDCP meeting in Stockton, a commenter stated, “I look at this and I think it's a fraud. I 

don't even know why you guys are bothering. You pretty much have made up your mind 

you're going to build this canal and I see where you're going”. 
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Fears,	Threats	&	Impacts	

During the content analysis, overlapping concerns for themes associated with fears, 

threats, and impacts were identified; therefore, the findings for these themes are 

discussed together.  A summary of fears, threats, and impacts identified during this 

analysis are presented in Table 8.  

Table 8: Fears, Threats & Impacts 

Fears Threats & Impacts 

 Increases in mosquito-borne disease; West 
Nile virus 

 Increases in invasive species  
 Introduction and spread of new invasive 

species 
 Degraded water quality 
 Decreased property value and an inability to 

sell property for a profit 
 Loss of critical mass to support local 

agricultural 
 Loss of home and land 
 Loss of business revenue 
 Loss of livelihood and way of life 
 Loss of agricultural land 
 Loss of family traditions 
 Loss of private property rights 
 Loss of water rights 
 Land use restrictions as a result of endangered 

species on property 
 Lawsuits associated with landowner liability 

 Increased hazards associated with more traffic 
and levee instability during construction of 
projects  

 Construction of projects threaten levee stability 
 Increases in wetlands will increase mosquitos 
 Wetland restoration can cause seepage on 

adjacent lands, restrictions on spraying, weeds, 
depredation, and inadequate buffers for 
agricultural lands 

 New development and water diversions will 
increase invasive species 

 Water diversion and habitat restoration will 
degrade water quality 

 Eminent domain will destroy communities 
 BDCP will destroy the character of the Delta 

towns  
 A loss of agricultural lands and increase in the 

diversion of water will threaten the livelihood of 
Delta people 

 Eminent domain will destroy communities 
 Water exports will degrade water quality and 

destroy sport and commercial fisheries 

 

Many residents expressed that they not want things to change in the Delta. Residents also 

expressed fears associated with the uncertainty of not knowing what the management 

decisions by agencies will be and how it will affect them. Strong sentiments relating to loss 
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of homes and agricultural land were expressed by residents. Loss of homes, agriculture 

land for the creation of wildlife habitat and changes in water quality (increases in salinity) 

were described as threatening the livelihood and way of life of residents in the Delta. One 

resident who is in threat of eminent domain stated at a 2009 BDCP meeting, ”if you come 

to take my property, decide who's going to go home hurt or dead because this is the 

retribution to a government that forgets about people and puts more importance on fish”.  

During a 2009 BDCP meeting, Clarksburg resident stated, “It's people first, food second, 

fish last”.  

Another resident stated, “We will not now willingly sacrifice our heritage, our homes, 

communities and farms to satisfy the state's thirst at our sole expense”. A resident from 

Clarksburg indicated “For you to tear down our home, flood our land, relocate my wife and 

I, destroy our livelihood, and erase our heritage is inconceivable”. Another resident stated 

during a BDCP meeting,  

I find it inconceivable that it would be more beneficial to the state to convert 
my ranch to tull[ies] in order to allow a farm 100 miles from here to exist with 
much more expensive imported water. Or to even allow even 100 more 
houses to be built somewhere. 

Residents also expressed threats of salinity increases and impacts to agriculture. A farmer 

during the BDCP scoping process stated, “I’m concerned that BDCP will result in 

increased salinity in Elk Slough, which is the source of our farm's irrigation water…[and] 

adversely affect our grape vines and may make farming impossible.” 

Levee stability and the threat of levee failure was another main concern expressed among 

residents. Possibilities of flooding were most strongly expressed. Although there is clear 
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fear of levee failure, there is a mixed attitude about the potential cause for levee failure. 

Many residents expressed that the potential for levee failure as a result of an earthquake 

has been over exaggerated by water interests and is being used as an excuse to move 

controversial water projects forward.  During a BDCP meeting, a resident from Bethel 

Island stated: 

we do not accept the latest scare tactic about earthquakes. Those levees 
have been there for close to 100 years. The earthquake thing, all of us that 
live on levees it’s like, "Yeah and so." It's a scare tactic. It's not going to 
work.  

A group of Delta residents expressed concern during Delta Vision planning processes that 

“[alternate conveyance] construction near existing flood control levees will cause 

unacceptable risk of levee failure during and after such construction.”  

Others expressed fear of abandonment by agencies to protect the levee system within the 

Delta.  Residents are concerned that if an alternate water conveyance is implemented in 

the Delta, there will be no reason to continue to maintain the levee systems. Residents 

also expressed opposition to recommendations for ring levees for flood protection– calling 

them isolating. Regarding the development of emergency response recommendations for 

the fourth version of the Delta Vision Strategic Plan, a Clarksburg resident states “Delta 

residents will not embrace or trust a plan drawn up to any degree by outsiders because to 

do so would put themselves and their loved ones in jeopardy…let locals lead in the 

preparation….of a Delta-wide regional response plan”. 

Secondary interview data suggest that there is disagreement on the threat of vegetation 

on levee stability. One farmer believed that vegetation on levees provides wildlife habitat 
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and was worth the flood risk; however, others observed vegetation as being reason for 

seepage.  During the Delta Vision Process, a resident stated: 

The levees used to have growth and trees on them and it was believed that 
the root system strengthened the levees. Now most of the growth has been 
removed and the trees either removed or damaged by the way they were 
trimmed. The small animals that once lived on the levees have disappeared 
because of the removal of vegetation; it is very upsetting to see what has 
happened in terms of progress.  

Residents also described that proposed planning efforts would cause: 

physical modifications of the landscape (e.g., removal of tidal marsh, 
separation of natural floodplains from valley, rivers, construction of 
permanent artificial river channels, and land-use changes). One person 
indicated that the plans would have the potential to “literally shatter and 
shred the physical landscape of the Delta”. Another commenter referred to 
development as “gobbling up” the landscape.  

During the BDCP process, as resident stated, “I am deeply concerned about the proposal 

to not only build massive water intake facilities directly across from my little spot on the 

river but also to place power lines along the river, ruining this wonderful view not only for 

the many residents that call the levee their home but for the countless pedestrians, bikers, 

etc. that enjoy this view every day.” 

Residents also were concerned about the increase in nuisance species associated with 

proposed restoration and development activities. One resident said that the minute pirate 

bug has become “particularly obnoxious to our quality of life in last few years”.  Residents 

also expressed concerns about mosquitos and West Nile Virus. One commenter from 

Clarksburg discussed a resident from Grand Island that passed away due to a long illness 

caused by West Nile Virus. The commenter stated, “it’s a devastating disease, and we 
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don’t have a handle on it. We still have birds dying out here. We have chickens contracting 

the disease. And people are getting sick.” 

Residents were also concerned about further land use restrictions associated with 

proposed restoration activities, A resident describes this concern, “By improving habitat for 

delta smelt, other listed species could begin using the area, and potentially be creating 

new legal issues for the community, further reducing our ability to exercise our property 

rights.”  

During a BDCP meeting, a Clarksburg resident describes additional impacts to personal 

property,  

My family chose to reinvest [savings] in Clarksburg farmland. We assumed 
that taking care of this land would take care of us later. My folks are aging 
now. And the time is now when that land needs to be liquid…when this 
fiasco about flooding our homes and farmland began, all hopes of simply 
selling came to a dead halt. Realtors were…saying...’who wants to buy land 
that's going to be under water’ You're just telling me that my family just 
wasted 100 years for nothing? 
 

Residents also expressed that proposals to increase recreation and tourism in the Delta 

would increase the need for public safety and concessions and put a strain on the existing 

roadway systems. Other commenters were concerned about the ecological damage from 

increased recreation activities. A commenter on the Delta recreation proposal indicated 

that,  

The proposal causes me nothing but distress, as all it is about, is how to 
cram more and more recreationists, primarily motorized, into a fragile 
ecosystem, which is absolutely vital for plants, wildlife and water quality, with 
no serious concern expressed regarding how to conserve and …limit 
adverse impacts upon what remains of the natural Delta ecosystem, let 
alone expand protections to that ecosystem. 
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A resident also described that “government mandated market structures and incentives”, 

would “transform the Delta into an entirely different place socially and economically–an 

ecological experiment, devoid of people except for 'recreational and tourism opportunities,' 

meaning people engaged in limited activities on a temporary, passing-through basis”.  
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Discussion	

This research examines three main research questions. First, I examined the factors that 

contribute to sense of place for residents within the Delta and how these factors could be 

affected as the Delta changes. Then, I explored whether sense of place can be managed 

in a manner that would allow for resident’s sense of place in the Delta to be maintained as 

change in the physical environment occurs. Sense of place for residents in the Delta was 

presented in terms of values and beliefs, and is explained further below in terms of place 

identity, place meanings, and place attachment.  

What	is	Sense	of	Place	for	Residents	in	the	Delta?		

Place	Identity	

Residents’ place identity or internal place identity consists of the distinct attributes of the 

Delta, and the symbolic importance of the Delta for residents. What is well known by those 

involved in “Delta as a Place” initiatives and clearly demonstrated in this analysis is that 

the Delta is very unique, special, and extremely important to residents. In many cases, 

residents’ described these distinctive aspects in the context of not being found in other 

places in California, the US, or even the world.  

As described in the findings for most themes, my analysis shows there is an extensive list 

of attributes that residents describe as unique to the Delta. These attributes refer to a 

unique geographic location, aspects of human-made and natural environments, place 

activities, collections of history, and components of social and community structures.  The 

diversity of the collection of tangible and intangible unique attributes in and of itself is 

unique. Not only is there a high level of distinctiveness of certain physical features, like 
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“America’s only rural Chinatown”, there is also a community setting, natural setting, and 

ambiance of peacefulness, slow-paced way of life, and a place “away from hustle and 

bustle” expressed as unique when compared to other areas.  This “understanding of the 

unique qualities of a place” contribute to what Szymanski (2010) referred to as the genius 

loci of a place.  

What people believe can also provide insight into what they think is important (Beckley 

2003). Residents expressed the importance of the Delta from various perspectives and 

geographic scales. Importance from an individual perspective (“the Delta is my home”), a 

family perspective (“the land provides our livelihood, and the water is our life blood”), and a 

community perspective (“the Delta is the lifeblood to the community and it brings visitors 

into the area”) were found to be expressed. When referring to land in the Delta, residents 

expressed that people, community, and food were more important than fish. When 

referring to freshwater, residents expressed both agriculture and fisheries in the Delta 

were more important than water exports. Many residents discussed agriculture and water 

in association with livelihood as well as being key components for viable communities, 

suggesting that agriculture and water have importance to residents for individual, social 

and economic reasons.  This collective local identity centered on the importance of 

agriculture and water creates a shared sense or place that contributes to a sense of 

community and belonging.  In the same vein, agriculture and water can be seen as “glue” 

that connects residents together and part of the social fabric of the Delta.  

Residents expressed the importance of the Delta over a spectrum of geographic scales. 

When describing place identity or importance of the Delta, the scale from which it was 

most often expressed was from the home, farm, and community. Other residents 
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expressed the importance from the perspective of the Delta region.  Some residents 

described state level importance of the Delta, as a contributor to the state agricultural 

industry or recreation economy, as an estuary, and a source of freshwater. Others 

expressed a world-view importance of the Delta’s contribution towards alleviating global 

problems like food security and global warming. Delta residents also expressed the visual 

identity and importance of the Delta from an observation point on land, water, from the air, 

and even from space looking down at the earth.  

For residents, this high level of distinctiveness and importance contributes to a strong 

internal place identity and sense of place. It is also indicative of why the Delta may be 

special to residents.  

Residents also identified vulnerability and frailty associated with flooding potential and 

expressed the importance for levee stability, threats and fears of flooding, and a fear for 

reduced or discontinued support for levee maintenance. A decline or degradation of place 

identity was found through residents’ statements of personal experiences.  Residents 

described degradation in water quality that has occurred over time and the reductions of 

the number of fish species that have observed over the course of their lifetime. They also 

described increases in invasive species over time. In a few instances, residents also 

described an increase the number of wildlife species that were observed on their property 

over time.  

Kalandides describes that power relations are profoundly woven into place; therefore, 

place identity needs to be conceptualized together with power (2011). In part, power 

relationships are driven by policies. As described previously, the Delta Protection Act of 
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1992 enacted land conservation measures in the primary zone of the Delta that promoted 

agriculture and recreation land uses. Politically speaking, agriculture and recreation has 

been central to the identity of the Delta for several decades and the legislation was 

designed to protect this identity.  

Power relations between residents and regulatory agencies were also evident in this 

analysis and found to be strongly influenced by past legislation on water management, 

and water agency interactions or lack thereof. As an interviewee describes, residents also 

feel “under siege” by political processes and “done to” by outside management. Residents 

also expressed a strong lack of trust of agencies as a result of past experiences.  

Residents commonly spoke of agencies lack of knowledge about aspects of the Delta and 

its interworking, and broken promises made by agencies. In some instances, residents 

speculated that agencies were deliberately withholding information about future plans for 

the Delta.  There is also an apparent power struggle for equity between residents and 

“powerful” Southern California interests. Resident’s believe that they will receive the all of 

impacts and Southern California will receive all of the benefits.  

Residents also expressed struggles to maintain their property and water rights. These 

common power struggles has created an “us” (residents) versus “them” (agencies) sense 

or place that according to interviews, is shared by residents in the Delta.  

While this analysis suggests there are differing place identities among residents a result of 

political boundaries, farming practices, water rights agreements, and lifestyles; the extent 

to which these differences are shared across a discrete geography or user group is 

unclear. To some extent, the potential threat of a new conveyance facility (i.e., 
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implementation of BDCP) has overshadowed the potential to identify these differences 

between residents. Based on interviews, resident’s struggle against BDCP has united 

different parts of the Delta; where in the past, there were divisions in beliefs over 

management activities.   

Place	Meaning	

A key to making “sense” of the sense of place for rural residents is an understanding of the 

values and meanings they associate with the Delta and its resources. Allen et. al. (2009) 

states it is “impossible to understand sense of place without studying the values people 

have towards places…and what they believe about those places, and their attitudes 

towards possible management actions that could affect those places.”  

During the BDCP scoping meeting process, a resident stated,  

There is an intangible value to living and working in an area beyond the 
value of house and land which will be permanently destroyed by the project. 
People will need to relocate.  

Residents’ value the diversity in the Delta, its agrarian character, small-size and close knit 

communities, and aesthetic qualities of beauty, solitude, privacy.  

Residents also expressed strong values of respect, safety, and individual property and 

water rights in political exchanges with regulatory agencies regarding public participation 

processes, levee maintenance, emergency response, land use decisions, and water 

resource management.  
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Place meanings are developed through experiences. Place meanings closely relate to 

place identity, where place identity consists of the attributes that are unique and important, 

and place meanings are why the place attributes are unique and important.  Symbolically, 

for residents, the Delta means home, community, livelihood, and agricultural and family 

heritage, an ability to serve a greater purpose like food security. Residents expressed 

these meanings from individual and collective perspectives, which suggest that some of 

these meanings are shared between residents.  

Place	Attachment	

The unique physical and social conditions in the Delta facilitates a multi-dimensional place 

attachment for residents. Physical, social, and political dimensions all contribute to a 

strong place attachment for residents. A resident of the Delta for 42 years stated at a 

BDCP meeting, “the people who live, work and play in the Delta are deeply attached to the 

place”.   

Relph (2009) believes that the deepest sense of place is “associated with being at home, 

somewhere you know and are known by others, where you are familiar with the landscape 

and daily routines, and feel responsible for how well your place works.” Place attachment 

grows and deepens over time. I hypothesize that factors contributing to a strong place 

attachment includes the length of time that many residents have lived in the Delta and 

consistent experiences with relatively unchanged surroundings over the last 20 years as a 

result of land use restrictions. Strong emotional sentiments of multigenerational family ties, 

livelihood, love and stewardship of land and water, and the continued existence of rural 

communities were expressed by residents. This analysis also shows there is a strong 
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place attachment for residents because of ties to livelihood, family and tradition, social 

bonds within communities.   

During a 2009 BDCP informational meeting, a commenter stated,  

you know these people that you see in the audience are hardworking folks. 
You heard some of their stories. I can tell you that there are hundreds of 
stories beyond what you've heard tonight that are just as moving and if not 
more moving of people that care about the land. They've lived here for 
generations and have something attached to and grown into the land other 
than just a dollar sign or something that can be evaluated and purchased. 

Beckley (2003) found that “pride and satisfaction of ownership” increases place 

attachment. Brehm, Eisenhauer, & Krannich (2004) describe collective action indicators 

and land based production and conservation involvement also contributes to place 

attachments.  Place attachment in the Delta is demonstrated through expressed proactive 

stewardship of land and water, community-based stewardship, and obligations to secure 

safety from flooding by supporting local reclamation districts.  

It is also hypothesized that certain crops that are unique to the Delta, iconic to its heritage, 

or have a long growing life, like pears and asparagus may play a role in place attachment 

in the Delta. Research is lacking on whether particular crops contribute to place 

attachments.  

Celebrations, and special events have also been found to contribute to place experience 

and increases place attachment.  While not specifically expressed in public comments 

reviewed, secondary interview data suggests events like the Clarksburg Fourth of July 

Parade, Pear Fair, and the Catfish Jubilee are important to the community.  
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How	Might	Sense	of	Place	Change	for	Residents?	

Among the proposed changes in Delta, the implementation of the BDCP is by far the most 

concerning to residents; therefore, it is the primary focus of this discussion. Large-scale 

changes in the landscape of the Delta are proposed as part of the BDCP. The scale and 

extent of these changes is hard to conceptualize and the full extent of changes has not yet 

been released to the public (BDCP 2013e). At present, what’s known is that construction 

of the new water conveyance facilities would significantly alter the landscape and cause 

ongoing construction disturbance across the Delta for a 10-year period. BDCP would also 

alter the landscape during large-scale restoration over a 50-year period (BDCP 2013a, 

(BDCP 2013b). 

The proposed underground conveyance tunnels would be constructed through the middle 

of the primary zone in the Delta and intake facilities would be spaced along the 

Sacramento River between the historic towns of the Delta (Figure 5). While these 60-foot 

wide tunnel facilities are proposed to be underground, there will be significant changes to 

the landscape in order to support the massive construction effort. For comparison, the 

construction of the Channel Tunnel included three 31 mile long tunnels; two tunnels 

approximately 23 feet in diameter, and one tunnel approximately 15 feet in diameter 

(Eurotunnel Group 2013). Large areas of land within the primary zone and waterways 

would be needed to support assembly of massive tunnel boring machines, other 

construction activities, and the disposal of spoils and tunneling muck. The intake facilities 

would be 10 times the size of an existing intake facility2 within the Delta (BDCP 2013a; 

                                                            
2 The Freeport Regional Water Project intake facility has a fish screen capacity of 290 cfs. 
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FRWA 2013). Land required for the construction of the conveyance facilities would be 

acquired through eminent domain.  

The restoration effort proposed is larger than what CALFED deemed as the “largest 

restoration effort ever proposed” and so massive in size that it may potentially be 

“observable from space” (CALFED 2000; ACWA 2013). Much of the restoration proposed 

would occur on agricultural land in the Delta (Figure 5).  

To understand sense of place change or impacts for residents in the Delta, it is first 

important to mention that the primary zone, for the most part, has remained unchanged 

over the past 20 years. An interview respondent described the Delta as being essentially 

“frozen in time”, where the Delta Protection Act of 1992 enacted development restrictions 

and promoted agriculture and recreation land uses. Residents have experienced these 

unchanged conditions in the Delta over a long period of time. Because of this, I 

hypothesize that the severity of sense of place impacts from changes may be greater than 

anticipated for residents. Similarly, my analysis shows that there is a strong place identity 

and place attachment for residents, which also increases the severity of the effects of 

sense of place impacts.  

Whether BDCP will ever be implemented is uncertain; however, I hypothesize that the 

proposal alone is enough to cause impacts to residents’ sense of place.  

In the documentary, Over Troubled Water, residents described how they were successful 

in overturning highly contested legislation to build a peripheral canal around the Delta in 

the 1980s. Residents identify the BDCP as the peripheral canal project that was 
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overturned in the 1980s. In the documentary, the resident further stated “that should have 

been the end of the peripheral canal, but it wasn’t.” The reoccurrence of this politically 

contested project changes the power relationships between residents and agencies that 

Kalandides (2011) describes as a component of place identity. As indicated in this 

analysis, residents also feel that they are “under siege” as a result of the BDCP project. 

This feeling can be equated to what Mason (2013) defines as “solastalgia”, where 

emotional pain is experienced when a loved place is “under immediate assault.” 

I also hypothesize that the uncertainty associated with the implementation of the BDCP is 

impacting residents’ place attachment. Place attachment is comprised of past and present 

experiences, and the potential and future experiences that are perceived to be possible 

(Milligan, 1998, Prohansky & Fabian,1987).  Interviews indicated that residents in the 

Delta have expressed that they want to plan for the future, but feel that they can’t because 

of the uncertainty of whether or not BDCP will be implemented. Residents to not want to 

further invest in properties or other improvements if their land will be taken through 

eminent domain. Uncertainty in implementation also causes uncertainty in aspirations of 

future experiences associated with sense of place.  

Sense of place impacts associated with the implementation of the BDCP can be assessed 

several ways. During the BDCP scoping process, a resident describes the impacts 

associated with the BDCP,  

Those of us who call the Delta home know that it will have huge impacts on 
the physical integrity, economic viability, and ecological health of the Delta, 
entirely aside from considerations of the effects of water diversion from the 
north. It shreds the landscape from north to south, introduces huge urban-
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scale facilities into a rural setting, and slices and dices fragile waterways, 
levees, farmland, and habitat areas alike. 

Physical landscape alteration and place disturbances are commonly as a loss of place 

(Mason, 2013). This loss of place challenges sense of place for residents. These changes 

may result in a degradation of place identity, loss of place that holds meaning to people, 

lost experiences, and the breaking of affective bonds between people and places.  

The loss or degradation of place’s “objects of value” would also result in the loss or 

change in associated values and meanings. Loss of agricultural land and/or degraded 

water quality means a loss of “lifeblood” and associated values including, tradition, 

heritage, community, rural lifestyle, and highly productive and fertile farmland. A loss of a 

home and the displacement of residents also mean a loss of heritage and community. The 

loss of these place attributes and associated values creates holes in the social fabric in the 

Delta, such that residents who may not experience direct loss of agriculture, home, or 

degraded water quality would still be affected. Collectively, a loss of agriculture, homes, 

and displacement of residents would result in a degraded internal place identity.  

The potential for eminent domain also challenges the strong sense of land ownership and 

desired security that was expressed by many residents in this analysis. Eminent domain 

actions would sever the strong place attachments that residents have, which are 

associated with multigenerational family ties, livelihood, community, love and stewardship 

of land, responsibility for securing flood protections. This may also affect self-identity and 

the self-importance that residents’ may feel when carrying on family traditions and Delta 
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heritage, and serving the greater agricultural community, the state population and 

economy, and world food markets through farming.   

Changes in place can also result in changed experiences of a place and associated 

meaning. These impacts are typically less severe and often can be thought of as 

degradation of place or a nuisance or rather than a loss of place. Construction of the 

proposed BDCP facilities would impact the expressed place qualities of beauty, solitude, 

quietness, and peacefulness. Increases in people associated with project construction or 

various initiatives to increase tourism in the Delta may change the place values of a slow-

paced way of life and privacy, and challenge residents’ property rights. 

Can	the	Delta	be	Managed	for	Resident’s	Sense	of	Place	During	Change?	

The Delta Reform Act of 2009 calls for the management of sense of place during change 

by requiring that the coequal goals be implemented in a manner that “protects and 

enhances the unique cultural, recreational, natural resource, and agricultural values of the 

Delta as an evolving place.”  

By understanding the local sense of place in the Delta, agencies can better manage the 

Delta as a “place” for the residents that live there. This understanding can also help to 

predict where conflicts may arise or acceptance can be gained during development and 

implementation of place initiatives, particularly in instances where residents have 

expressed that they do not want change.  As place managers, we must also remember 

that mere proposals for place changes can result in sense of place impacts. 
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As with most human-caused environmental changes, responsible place management 

begins with avoidance and minimization of impacts through planning. Consequently, sense 

of place impacts can be best managed by incorporating residents’ values and place 

meanings, and respecting residents’ place attachments during planning. Research in 

place-based conservation has also emphasized the importance of personal senses of 

place and the need to find strategies to represent it within decision-making processes 

(Stewart, Daniel & Kruger, 2013).  

Research also indicates senses of place that have a physical component are more 

manageable than less physical influences like place attachment (Szymanski 2010). 

Avoiding impacts to tangible “objects of value” during planning would result in the 

preservation of associated intangible values that contribute to a sense of place for 

residents.   

Not all impacts can be avoided. I hypothesize that significant sense of place impacts 

associated with the implementation of BDCP cannot be avoided or adequately minimized. 

The question becomes, is there a way to compensate for a loss of place? 

Place-making management strategies may serve to compensate for the loss of place; 

however, empirical research is lacking. In Speller (1990) analysis of social impacts from 

the Channel Tunnel construction, he suggests that place identity may help to create 

environmental stability during rapid large-scale environmental change. Finding ways to 

enhance place identity, increase place satisfaction, reinforce place meanings and values, 

and leverage place attachment may prove useful in managing to maintain residents’ sense 

of place during changes (Szymanski, 2010; Insch & Florek, 2008). 
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During Delta Vision processes, a Clarksburg resident recommended that the Adirondack 

Park be looked at as an example for the Delta; therefore, this place was researched 

further for indications of management strategies for sense of place. Cantrill & Senecah 

(2001) used Adirondack Park as a case study for demonstrating the consequences for not 

considering “sense of self-in-place” (i.e., sense of place and the environmental self) of 

those residing in the region when developing management recommendations. The case 

study concludes (1) “sense of self-in-place” for long-term residents is influenced by past 

relationships with the land and others (2) close attention to how cultural and political 

history is reflected in communication provides insights into relationship with residents (3) 

“productive relationship building” can be used to improve relationships, and (4) strategies 

that “affirm the dignity and capabilities of residents” who have developed a strong sense of 

place should be incorporated into decision-making processes (Cantrill & Senecah 2001). 

Productive relationship strategies that were employed to improve relationships with 

residents included relocating interpretive park centers to empty downtown storefronts, 

increased management visibility at community events, and the establishment of a 

community newsletter that was intended to “celebrate communities and build appreciation 

for the special character of the park” (Cantrill & Senecah 2001). These insights from the 

Adirondack Park case study may also assist with managing places for sense of place 

during change. 

Recommendations	

My research serves to demonstrate an alternative agency-validated approach that focuses 

on sense of place in order to acknowledge and analyze public comments obtained through 
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traditional public participation processes. In many ways, my research assists with explicitly 

“connecting the dots” between sense of place theory and its practical application in “Delta 

as a Place” initiatives that are either proposed or ongoing.   

While various “Delta as a Place” policies or initiatives exist or have been proposed, the 

approach for implementation is not well defined for some. In these instances, the intent is 

to provide suggestions on how to implement, refine, or supplement proposed initiatives 

and management to incorporate residents’ sense of place.  These recommendations are 

discussed further below.  

Recommendation	1.	Develop	and	Implement	Value‐based	Management	and	
Decision‐making	Processes	

While this analysis identified many values associated with these resources, research 

shows that unless a deliberate effort is made, “meanings and values of the place are likely 

to remain unrepresented in the decision process”, which results in “generalized values and 

norms, scientific assessments, and economic considerations” to dominate the decision 

while “important, context-specific facets of people's relationships to the place are ignored” 

(Schroeder, 2013).   

A Clarksburg resident states,  

one of the frustrations is what we see…an attitude that there [are] many 
other values that we’re concerned about that -- that trump significantly the 
values of community…and the very important parts of our lives and lifestyles 
and economies, and the industries down here in the Delta.  

Efforts by agencies to better understand resident’s values, value differences between 

users, geographies, and political boundaries and clearly define “values” associated with 
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resources like agriculture, recreation, and cultural resources acknowledged in planning 

processes would assist in determining paths forward for place management that focuses 

on a shared understanding of values.   

A resident at a BDCP meeting stated: 

What we are afraid of, and I think some of the preliminary suspicions or 
concerns that we have is that again, there will not be an adequate 
opportunity to really represent those concerns and help shape this project.  

Ananada & Herth have recognized that public comment processes “can provide useful 

information, but they fail to quantify the tradeoffs systematically and offer little help to 

resolve conflict” (2002).  These identified shortfalls of public participation can also be seen 

in Delta. A main criticism of the CALFED program by the Little Hoover Commission (LHC) 

was that, although CALFED provided many opportunities for public participation in 

program development, the efforts were not efficient and did not meaningfully involve or 

successfully engage the broader public (Little Hoover Commission, 2005).  Further, the 

LHC identified a lack of decision-making procedures which limited the level of involvement 

by the public and their ability to influence outcomes (Little Hoover Commission, 2005).  

An interest-based stakeholder analysis was performed as part of the Delta Vision process; 

however, Delta resident interests were not represented (Delta Vision 2006). In addition, 

Jacobs & Buijs (2011) also cautions against an interest-based approach because interests 

are framed through place meanings and beliefs and some stakeholders take the interests 

of others into account.  
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As mentioned previously, the Delta Reform Act calls for the incorporation of sense of place 

in the planning and management of the Delta. While frameworks for ecological and water 

management and decision-making have been or are the process of being developed3, 

decision frameworks for meeting other place-based objectives are lacking. It is 

recommended that a value-based decision-making model be developed and integrated 

with ecological and water management frameworks.  A value-based decision making 

process that incorporates and prioritizes unique place values could serve to better 

acknowledge and represent residents’ sense of place and engage the public in decision-

making as recommended by Cantrill & Senecah (2001) and the LHC (Little Hoover 

Commission 2005). A coordinated value-based model could prove useful in long-term 

restoration planning, expansion of recreation and tourism opportunities, and 

enhancements for legacy communities.  

Others have approached the incorporation of stakeholder values into regional ecosystem 

planning and decision-making by applying structured decision-making theory. Ananada & 

Herth modeled stakeholder values for an area with decades-old conflicts between 

stakeholders and government over the use and management of regional forest resources. 

(2002). The study indicates that value preferences can be effectively incorporated into 

decision making process using these methods. Understanding stakeholders values can 

also help explain “desired future conditions” of resources, and their use and preference for 

methods for achieving those conditions (Allen et. al., 2009).  

                                                            
3 The Bay Delta Conservation Plan process has developed an adaptive management decision making process (BDCP 
2010) 
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Recommendation2.	Strengthen	Internal	and	External	Place	Identity		

There are several ongoing planning efforts to strengthen the identity of the “Delta as a 

Place.” As a conscious measure to strengthen the sense of place in the Delta, state and 

federal National Heritage Area designations for the Delta have been proposed.  These 

designations are intended to increase public awareness of unique resources of the Delta 

and drive efforts to restore habitat, (DPC, 2012b). The NHA designation also seeks to 

bring more meaning to people, particularly “outsiders”, by establishing an identity for the 

Delta as a nationally important landscape that has unique natural, cultural, and historic 

resources.  

In addition, Delta agencies have proposed several branding initiatives intended to promote 

the identity of the Delta and its products. Based on interviews, place branding initiatives in 

the Delta are intended to serve as a mechanism to educate the public about the Delta and 

a marketing tool for destination tourism and Delta products.  

While these initiatives can assist with increasing place identity, there is a distinct external 

focus for “outsider” audiences and consumers. With heritage designations, there is also a 

perceived identity that is focused on the past. A Clarksburg resident stated:  

The Delta people are rightly proud of their unique history tied to a unique 
landscape, but Delta Planners seem to think that the Delta can only be 
preserved by enshrining it in its past by some sort of federal designation. 
Today, Delta farmers survive because they are innovative, adaptive, and 
creative.  

For branding, it is recommended that efforts focus on strengthening both internal and 

external place identity and promoting the Delta in terms of past, present, and future. If 
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BDCP is implemented, an internal focus will be important and may assist in stabilizing 

sense of place impacts for residents (Speller, 1990).  

Residents need to play a central role in the development of place brands because they are 

fundamental to place brand success. Residents are an integrated part of the “experience 

of a place”, they are “place ambassadors”, “living the brand”, and “brand communicators” 

(Braun, 2013).   

Whether or not place branding can be used as a tool to strengthen place identity depends 

on its effectiveness (Braun, 2013). Place brands have been found to be most effective or 

sustainable when they reflect the local (i.e., internal) place identity (Braun, 2013). Without 

careful consideration of the local residents in branding efforts, there can be “non-official”, 

“counter-branding” or worse, a “mocking of the brand” (Braun, 2013).  

It is also important to discuss that branding is a deliberate selection and exclusion of place 

values for the creation of a particular image of a place. A place brand consists of 

“developing an image and communicating it based on the positive values and perceptions 

of the place” (Iversen, & Hem, 2008).  Historically, these images have been constructed to 

be desirable to “outsiders”.  Careful attention and consideration is needed when 

developing the brand image. During the Delta Vision process, resident states:  

You have chosen to illustrate the recreation industry, which your plan favors, 
with present-day Delta water-based activity. But the selections for farming 
and for the Delta itself come from the early parts of the last century.  Please 
have the full honesty to show Delta agriculture at its best today. 
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Other place branding blunders commonly made during the branding process include 

making the brand “about a logo and tagline” (McEachern, 2008).  Because they are so 

subjective, this approach has been found to create almost immediate divisions among 

stakeholders that diverts stakeholder groups attention to point that focus on anything else 

is lost (McEachern, 2008). The recommended solution was to take a more 3-dimensional 

approach, establish a brand platform, and develop solid support lost (McEachern, 2008). 

In branding strategies it is also important to recognize the differences between tourism 

attraction (outsiders) and resident’s place attachment (insiders) in developing a place 

identity for branding. These aspects need to balanced (i.e., brand equity) (Sartori, Mottironi 

& Corigliano, 2012). This has been successfully done through the development of 

regional, origin, and umbrella brands (Iversen, & Hem, 2008).  

Researchers have found place umbrella branding can achieve the promotion of products 

and services, as well as promotion of the destination itself (Iversen, & Hem, 2008).  

Umbrella branding strategies have focused on “unique aspects of place”, “relationship to 

place and uniqueness”, “sources of authenticity to create rich brand meanings” and 

“construction of sincere stories” (Iversen, & Hem, 2008).  The Barossa Region of Australia 

has developed a comprehensive rural tourism branding program “Under A Barossa Sky – 

The story of a place and its people…A Barossa story” that demonstrates practical 

application of umbrella branding and sense of place theory, which may be useful as a case 

study for furthering branding strategies in the Delta that focus on sense of place (Barossa 

2013).  
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In addition to branding, other approaches may search to strengthen internal place identity 

during place changes. If BDCP were to be implemented, the displacement of 

multigenerational farming families would degrade the internal place identity.  The State of 

Texas has established a Family Land Heritage Program that honors families who have 

owned and operated continuous agricultural operations for 100 years or more (TDOA, 

2013). The program offers signs for heritage properties and holds an annual ceremony to 

acknowledge and celebrate families who have passed down their legacy from generation 

to generation (TDOA, 2013).  This individual recognition of families may assist with 

degradation of place.   

During the analysis, residents suggested that standard signage and standardized accurate 

maps for the Delta is also needed. These signs would serve to assist with place orientation 

and strengthen internal place identity. Fulfilling these requests would increase the place 

satisfaction for residents, which would assist with managing for sense of place during 

change. Residents’ place identity and their place satisfaction should be thoughtfully 

considered during the development of signage strategies associated with branding and 

National Heritage Area initiatives. Other opportunities to increase resident’s place 

satisfaction during the development of enhancements to internal and external place 

identity should also be explored.  

Recommendation	3.	Engage	in	Authentic	Place‐making	and	Communicate	Place	
Meanings	

There are also several agency initiatives directed towards educating the public about the 

Delta and communicate sense of place. Through education, a greater understanding of the 

Delta by outsiders can be reached.  Sense of place grows with knowledge of a place, so 
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education initiatives can serve to deepen the sense of place for all individuals, including 

residents and tourist.  

It is important to emphasize that communication of sense of place needs to be done in a 

manner that can educate “outsiders” and resonate with “insiders”. Placing a focusing on 

place meanings (values) in education efforts may assist in doing so. Communicating place 

meanings is a way to educate others of the values that residents hold in the Delta and can 

serve as a form of place-making, which will be important if BDCP is implemented.  

Successful communication of place meanings has been achieved through story-telling, 

mapping, and the arts. Stewart (2008) describes that place meanings can be found in 

“stories of lived experience.”  

Discover the Delta Foundation is currently seeking to achieve this and is inviting residents 

to “help tell our story” and raising funds to build an education center. This community-led 

initiative needs to be acknowledged and further supported. These initiatives may prove 

vital to the stability of the Delta communities, if the BDCP is implemented.  Another effort 

planned for 2013-2014 is a collaborative “Delta Narratives” project seeking to assemble 

narratives for display in a series of exhibitions at multiple venues and in various formats 

that would collectively give cultural definition to the Delta. 

These current efforts provide a foundation for the possible establishment of a National 

Heritage Area in the Delta in the future. It is recommended that other future efforts 

associated with the establishment of a National Heritage area should also consider 

communication of place meanings during program development.  
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Place or value mapping can also serve as sense of place communication tools. Value 

mapping approaches recognize that place meanings or values can be geographically 

mapped the same way as natural features. The US Forest Services uses this technique in 

ecosystem management planning (William, 1995). Utilizing value mapping in the Delta for 

planning efforts may prove useful for identifying community-supported locations for 

recreation and habitat restoration. The feasibility of these mapping approaches could be 

tested in a similar format as Delta Dialogs4, prior to engaging a larger public audience.   

Along the lines of engaging Delta Dialogs, other ways to communicate place meanings 

and gain a greater understanding of sense of place in the Delta could include examining 

questions similar to those found in human dimensions frameworks for sense of place 

indicators (Bright, Cordell, Hoover & Tarrant, 2003): 

 What do stakeholders and the public value about the Delta’s natural environment, 

its resources, and various uses of those resources? 

 What are the specific values associated with water, agriculture, recreation, and 

cultural resources in the Delta? 

 What conflicts exist among various uses, users, stakeholders, and managers of the 

Delta? 

 What is the nature of the relationship between nearby communities, water, and the 

larger ecosystem of the Delta? 

 What are the recent social and economic trends relevant to the management of the 

Delta ecosystem that are occurring in the region?  

                                                            
4 Delta Dialogs is a small collaborative stakeholder group that focuses on building shared understanding around the 
future of the Delta. The group poses questions for discussion and utilizes dialog maps as communication tools for 
collaboration.  
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Perhaps one of the best ways to communicate sense of place is through photography. 

Past and present images captured by those who are most familiar with the area can be 

powerful sense of place communication tools. Hall Schell, compiled a significant archive of 

historical photographs which have been published into a series of books and has also 

published several books in tended to capture sense of place in the Delta and life on the 

water with the use of photography (Schell, 1982). For collection of present-day 

photographs, application of community-based participatory research may prove useful in 

facilitating a meaningful exchange between agencies and a broader group of residents, 

foster learning. Alternate forms of communication like “photovoice” that directly involves 

residents in the Delta would lead to deeper insights into place meanings in the Delta and 

ensure that an authentic local sense of place is communicated. It may serve as a form of 

place-making. An exhibit In one study, the use of participants’ photographs in conversation 

was instrumental in eliciting place meanings and landscape values through the telling of 

stories of personal experiences (Stewart, Glover & Barkley, 2013).  I hypothesize that 

these efforts could also be useful in facilitating discussions of the future of the Delta, which 

would be important for maintaining sense of place for residents. Efforts may also assist 

with current impacts to sense of place associated with the uncertainty of the BDCP project.  

Information gained through these efforts would also be beneficial in guiding the 

development of a National Heritage Area and developing a “brand” and authentic image 

for the Delta as part of several place marketing strategies currently being developed.  In 

addition, these community-focused projects may also serve to assist with, what Cantrill & 

Senecah (2001) described as “productive relationship building.”  
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Recommendation	4.	Recognize	the	Loss	of	Sense	of	Place	and	Monitor	Sense	of	
Place	Change	

By recognizing the “Delta as a Place”, there also needs to be equal recognition of the loss 

of place, sense of place, and associated values as the Delta undergoes planned change. 

Not all place impacts can be managed or avoided; particularly in situations of strong place 

attachment and eminent domain.  

While the State of California recognizes the intangible benefits of a unique location to a 

business when determining just compensation in eminent domain undertakings, the place 

attachment for long-time residents extends well beyond the loss of goodwill5. In these 

instances, it is recommended that recognition and mitigation of this loss be implemented 

by other means. For example, the State of Missouri acknowledges the attachment to land 

that can form over time by establishing a heritage value for properties involved in eminent 

domain undertakings. Under State of Missouri eminent domain law6, properties with a 

heritage value are defined as properties that have been owned by the same family for fifty 

or more years, where the just compensation of the property is equivalent to the sum of the 

fair market value and heritage value defined to be fifty percent of fair market value.  

As place change occurs, sense of place will also change. As sense of place changes 

emerge, meanings, experience, and symbolic definitions of place may become “a point of 

interaction and negotiation with respect to resources, community,” and politics for multiple 

groups. (Wulfhorst, Rimbey & Darden, 2006). Because of the complex nature of sense of 

                                                            
5 Just compensation for property in State of California eminent domain undertakings is the fair market value of the 
property taken, and compensation for a loss of business goodwill, if proven by the landowner. Loss of goodwill 
includes the intangible or ancillary benefits of a unique location to a business. (California Code §1263.010 ‐ 1263.620).   
6 Missouri Revised Statutes §523.039 and § 523.061
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place relationships, these changes may emerge unexpectedly and create unanticipated 

conflicts or competition for resources or services. 

These changes may arise from loss of place associated with the natural environment (e.g., 

land disturbance), social environment (e.g., eminent domain), and the economy (e.g., 

changes in agricultural production). Sense of place changes could also result from 

changing values. Recommended ongoing monitoring of sense of place would focus on 

changes in attitudes, including the change in the frequency of expression of attitudes or 

change in individual or group-oriented attitudes, to identify changes in values or beliefs 

and associated sense of place. Monitoring may prove useful in managing place-based 

changes and responding to associated changes in demands on community, its services, 

and natural resources. Efforts to maintain a long-term committed and engaged stakeholder 

group, like a public advisory committee that has broad-based representation by Delta 

residents, would assist with monitoring these changes.   
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Delta Plan DP ER 20120126-Alison-Clement 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126-Carolyn-De-Mirjian 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126-Deborah-Filipelli 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126-George-Wight 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126-Harry-Surtees 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126-Jack-Van-den-Bogaerde 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126-James-Tolonen 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126-Kathy-Hanson 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126-Kirsten-Holquist 
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Delta Plan DP ER 20120126-Kit-Lofroos 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126-Molly-Ferrell 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126-Rachael-Denny 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126-Raymond-Binner 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126-Sandy-Zelasko 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126-Sebastian-Joseph 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126-Sonja-Malmuth 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120127-Pa-Gianni 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120202-Elizabeth-Rocke 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120206-Francisco-Costa 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120207-Linnea-Fronce-and-Thomas-Hall 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120217-Virginia-Berton 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120223-Jim-and-Diana-Prola 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120224_George_Wight 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120310_Loraine_Webb 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120311_Donna_Carr 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120324_Philip_Simon 

Delta Plan 1st draft Jim_Verboon_031611 

Delta Plan 1st draft Paul_Choisser_032711 

Delta Plan 1st draft Robert_Pyke_021511 

Delta Plan 1st draft Robert_Pyke_021511_0 

Delta Plan 2nd draft Jim_Verboon_033011 

Delta Plan 3rd Draft  Jim_Verboon_051311 

Delta Plan 3rd Draft  Paul_Choisser_042611 

Delta Plan 4th Draft Tony_St_Amant_062311 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120125-Bruce-Starr-1 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120125-Bruce-Starr-2 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120125-Dale-Heckman-1 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120125-Dale-Heckman-2 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120125-Dan-Silver 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120125-Jeff-Wieland 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120125-Rosellen-Trunnell 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120125-Stephen-Weber 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120125-Steve-Schramm 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120128-Christian-Heinold 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120201_Robert_Pope 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120201-Mike-Lee 

Delta Plan DP ER 20111219_William_Brooks 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120125-Jeffrey-Schuitema 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126-Cathy-Sutton 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120129_Diana_Wood 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120202_Hirshel_Mattingly 

Delta Plan 4th Draft CFBF_061311_0 

Delta Plan 4th Draft Maurice_Roos_072511 

Delta Plan 5th Draft Email Correspondence Between Merle Aleshire and Randy Fiorini  
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09-2011 

Delta Plan 5th Draft Merle_Aleshire_Randy_Fiorini_082511 

Delta Plan DP ER  20111202_Clare_Spensley 

Delta Plan DP ER  20111221_Andrew_Glass 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120125-Suzanne-Ferroggiaro 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120125-Tracey-Sittig 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120127-David-Adams 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120127-Elizabeth-Anthony 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120128-Judy-Johnson 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120128-Robert-Rosenberg 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120129-Cynthia-Adams 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126 Nicole Suard 2 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126-Dorrit-Ahbel 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120131-Juan-Byron 

Delta Plan 1st draft Thomas_Mongan_021611 

Delta Plan DP ER  20111104_Terry_Spragg 

Delta Plan 1st draft Antonio_Rossman_022811 

Delta Plan 2nd draft Robert_Pyke_032111 

Delta Plan 2nd draft Robert_Pyke_032111_0 

Delta Plan DP ER  20111105_Brian_Smith 

Delta Plan 3rd Draft  Robert_Pyke_042511 

Delta Plan 3rd Draft  Peer_Swan_053111 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120118_Robert_Pyke 

Delta Plan 3rd Draft Ag_Urban_Letter_6_10_11 

Delta Plan DP ER  20120202 Nicole Suard 1 

Delta Plan 1st draft Moira_Burke_022411 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126 Nicole Suard 3 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120202 Nicole Suard 2 

Delta Plan 1st draft Coal_Env_EJ_Fish_022411 

Delta Plan 2nd draft Restore_the_Delta_032311 

Delta Plan 2nd draft Restore_the_Delta_032311_0 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126 Nicole Suard 1 

Delta Plan 1st draft Robert_Pyke_022111 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120119_Robert_Pyke 

Delta Plan DP ER 20120126_Lowell_Jarvis 

Delta Plan DP Comment Matrix 091510 

Delta Plan 3rd Draft  Preliminary Staff Responses to Comments Through May 9 

Delta Plan 1-11-13 Delta Public Comments 
Delta Plan 1-24-13 Hearing Transcript 
Delta Plan Ackerly 01142013 
Delta Plan ACWA 01142013 
Delta Plan Adornato 01142013 
Delta Plan Bacci 01142013 
Delta Plan Bargman_01042013 
Delta Plan Barrow_01042013 
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Delta Plan Bellrose 01142013 
Delta Plan BIMID 10222012 1 
Delta Plan Biron 01142013 
Delta Plan Borison 01142013 
Delta Plan Brantley 01142013 
Delta Plan Brower_01112013 
Delta Plan Bruce 01152013 
Delta Plan CA Water Research 01142013 1 
Delta Plan CA Water Research 01142013 2 
Delta Plan CA Water Research 01142013 2_0 
Delta Plan CCWD 01112013 part 1 
Delta Plan CCWD 01112013 part 2 
Delta Plan CCWD 01112013 part 3 
Delta Plan CCWD 01112013 part 4 
Delta Plan CDWA 01142013 1 
Delta Plan CDWA 01142013 1_0 
Delta Plan CDWA 01142013 2 
Delta Plan City of Antioch 01142013 133 
Delta Plan City of Sacramento 01142013 81 
Delta Plan City of Stockton 01142013 147 
Delta Plan City of West Sacramento 01142013 117 
Delta Plan Coats_01132013 
Delta Plan Conover 01242013-no-photos 
Delta Plan Contra Costa Co 01142013 53 
Delta Plan Cranor 01142013 
Delta Plan Creech 01142013 
Delta Plan CSPA et al 01142013 part 1 
Delta Plan CSPA et al 01142013 part 2 
Delta Plan CVCWA 01142013 
Delta Plan CWR 01242013 2 
Delta Plan CWR 01242013 
Delta Plan DDSD 01142013 
Delta Plan Dean 01142013 
Delta Plan Delta Caucus 01142013 
Delta Plan Dinger_01022013 
Delta Plan Donald 01132013 
Delta Plan DVF 01142013 
Delta Plan EarthLawCenter 01102013 
Delta Plan EWC 01242013 
Delta Plan FOTR 01112013-part1 
Delta Plan FOTR 01112013-part2 
Delta Plan FOTR 01142013 
Delta Plan FOTR 01242013 
Delta Plan Friends of Clear Lake 01112013 
Delta Plan GGSA 01142013 
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Delta Plan Grupe 12042012 
Delta Plan Hall_12302013 
Delta Plan Handyside 01142013 
Delta Plan Johnston 01142013 
Delta Plan Jones 01142013 
Delta Plan Keizer 01142013 
Delta Plan Ken 01132013 
Delta Plan Kimberling 01142013 
Delta Plan Kimberling 01242013 
Delta Plan Kroske_01112013 
Delta Plan LAND 01142013 
Delta Plan LAND 01242013 
Delta Plan Lloyd_01092013 
Delta Plan Lopes 01132013 
Delta Plan Ludwig 12312012 
Delta Plan LWVC 01142013 
Delta Plan MacBride 01152013 
Delta Plan Mann 01132013 
Delta Plan McCleery J 01122013a 
Delta Plan McCleery J 01132013b 
Delta Plan McCleery J 01142013 
Delta Plan McCleery J 12302012 
Delta Plan McCleery M 01142013 
Delta Plan McCleery01242013 
Delta Plan McKay 01142013 
Delta Plan McSwain 01142013 
Delta Plan Mellon 01152013 
Delta Plan Morat 12272012 
Delta Plan MVCAC 01112013 
Delta Plan Nolen 01142013 
Delta Plan Patton 01142013 
Delta Plan PGE 01142013 
Delta Plan Pope_01142013 
Delta Plan RCRC 12272012 3 
Delta Plan RCRC 12272012 172 
Delta Plan RD 830 01102013 29 
Delta Plan Restore the Delta 01242013 
Delta Plan Riley 01142013 
Delta Plan Ritter 01142013 
Delta Plan San Joaquin Co 01142013 
Delta Plan SDWA 01142013 
Delta Plan SJCOG 01142013 42 
Delta Plan SJTA 01142013 1 
Delta Plan SJTA 01142013 2 
Delta Plan Solano Co 01092013 
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Delta Plan Solano Co 01142013 
Delta Plan SRCD 01092013 
Delta Plan SRCSD 01142013 144 
Delta Plan STCDA 01142013 
Delta Plan STCDA 01242013 
Delta Plan Suard 01112013_part1 
Delta Plan Sustarich_01082013 
Delta Plan Thomas 01142013 
Delta Plan Tippery 01142013 
Delta Plan Tirrell 01142013 
Delta Plan Wilson 01112013 
Delta Plan Yolo Co 01142013 99 

Delta Vision 2008-ES-5_Thomas_Zuckerman 

Delta Vision 2008-ES-9_Solano_County 

Delta Vision 2008-ES-11_CFBF 

Delta Vision Bay_Area_Council_5-27-08 

Delta Vision BDPAC_Delta_Levees_3-12-08 

Delta Vision CCWD_081407 

Delta Vision CCWD_083107 

Delta Vision City_of_Antioch_081507 

Delta Vision Comment_Contra_Costa_Council_5-9-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_ABAG_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Arnold_Strecker_10-23-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_BCDC_12-16-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_BCDC_12-18-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Butte_County_8-19-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CALLEGUAS_MWD 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Carel_Van_Loben_Sels_7-27-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Carl_and_Linda_Kitzmiller_9-15-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Carole_Odom_10-01-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CBIA_DVC-17 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CCWD_7-28-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CCWD_8-4-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CCWD_8-12-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CCWD_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CDWA_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Central_Delta_Water_Agency_7-9-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CFBF_8-1-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CFBF_8-29-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CFBF_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CFBF_12-5-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_City_of_Antioch_8-4-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_City_of_Antioch_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Co_of_Sacramento_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Coalition_for_Sustainable_Delta_DVC-16_ 
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Delta Vision Comment_from_Concerned_Citizens_7-28-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Concerned_Citizens_8-20-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_County_of_Sac_10-17-08 

Delta Vision Comment_From_Daniel_Whaley_6-26-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_David_Loretta_Olson_10-1-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Delta_Counties_10-10-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Delta_Protection_Commision_120108 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Delta_Protection_Commission_8-14-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Delta_Protection_Commission_9-29-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Delta_Wetlands_12-5-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_DFG_9-25-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Dick_Wareham_8-18-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_DVC-38_Somach Simmons & Dunn 

Delta Vision Comment_from_EBEDA_5-14-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_EBMUD_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_EBMUD_9-25-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_EBRPD_8-20-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_El_Cerrito_6-5-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_EMBUD_5-9-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Genevieve_Della_Nina_9-17-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_George_Bayse_9-25-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Gina_Del_Carlo_9-17-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Jack_Frances_Larkin_10-1-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Mark_and_Glenda_Harris_9-4-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Mary_Coelho_9-15-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Mary_McTaggart_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Matt_Richardson_12-4-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Matthew_Foster_9-22-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_NCWA_5-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_NCWA_8-4-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_NCWA_9-10-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_NCWA_10-9-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Nick_Jesslyn_Farros_9-22-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Norman_Oliver_9-22-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Paul_Bartkiewicz_12-12-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Peter_Ohm_9-17-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_PID_9-29-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_REAL_Colition_8-19-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Reclamation_999_8-29-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Reclamation_2068_9-1-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Richard_Debbie_Marchini_10-17-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Richmond_Chamber_Commerce_7-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Robin_Kukalow_12-5-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Sac_Reg_Co_Sanitation_8-20-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Sac_Reg_Co_Sanitation_9-5-08 
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Delta Vision Comment_from_San_Joaquin_River_Group_9-8-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_SanJoaquinCountyPublicWorks_8-4-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_SCWA_9-4-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_SCWA_9-12-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_SDWA_5-27-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_SDWA_10-17-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_SJCBS_5-20-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_SJCPW_5-28-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Solano_Bd_of_Sups_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Solano_County_7-29-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Solano_County_10-21-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Solano_County_12-16-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Solano_County_Board_of_Sups_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Solano_Transportation_Authority_6-24-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Somach_Simons_and_Dunn_10-8-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_SRCD_7-1-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_SRCD_9-12-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_SRCD_12-10-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_SRCSD_8-1-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_SRCSD_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_SRCSD_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_SRCSD_10-16-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_SRCSD_12-23-08 

Delta Vision Comment_From_Stockton_Water_District_7-17-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_SWRCB_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Terry_Spragg_7-25-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Terry_Spragg_8-19-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_TNC_8-28-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Yolo_County_Board_of_Sups_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_SJ_River_Group_5-12-08 

Delta Vision Contra_Costa_County_9-18-07 

Delta Vision Contra_Costa_County_12-19-07 

Delta Vision Contra_Costa_Water_District_11-27-07 

Delta Vision Council_Scientific_Society_Presidents_5-2008 

Delta Vision DPC_Input_on_Governance_082807 

Delta Vision EBMUD_Legislators_5-27-08 

Delta Vision HART_090407 

Delta Vision HEALEY_090407 

Delta Vision Item_3_Attachment_1 

Delta Vision Item_10_Col_Chapman 

Delta Vision Item_11_Jose_Antonio 

Delta Vision Jonas_Minton_Comments 

Delta Vision Letter_from_Antioch_Chamber_11-30-07 

Delta Vision Letter_from_Rec_District_5-26-08 

Delta Vision NCWA_4-2-08 
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Delta Vision North_Delta_Water_Agency_11-21-07 

Delta Vision North-South_Business_and_Water_Interests_082907 

Delta Vision Public Comment_Joint_Statement 

Delta Vision Public_Comments_on_of_Public_Water_Coalition_of_CA 

Delta Vision RBOC_6-16-08 

Delta Vision Relief_Cuts_Flood_Management 

Delta Vision River_Islands_082007 

Delta Vision San_Joaquin_River_Group_11-2-07 

Delta Vision SDWA_090407 

Delta Vision SF_Estuary_Project_082707 

Delta Vision Solano_County_Water_Agency_11-2-07 

Delta Vision SRCSD_6-12-08 

Delta Vision Douglas_Murray_6-9-08 

Delta Vision Bruce_Herbold_10-11-07 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Bruce_Gwynne_8-4-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CCCWA_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Contra_Costa_County_10-20-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Delta_Wetlands_8-25-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_DFG_8-6-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_DOC_8-4-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Ellsworth_Rose_10-20-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_George Bayse_Addendum_9-29-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_ISB_112508 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Jay_Kremer_7-18-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Minnie_Ratto_10-26-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Molly_Roe_8-31-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Nancy_Suard_11-6-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_NDWA_7-29-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Ray_Walker_11-26-07 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Restore_Hetch_Hetchy_5-7-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Roger_Lang_8-19-08 

Delta Vision Comment_From_Ron_Baldwin_10-27-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_SFPUC_EBMUD 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Stockton_EWD_7-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Winnemen_Wintu_7-1-08 

Delta Vision David_Shurr_02-05-08 

Delta Vision Ed_Walters_10-20-07 

Delta Vision Jessica_Wagenbach 

Delta Vision John_Anderson_10-16-07_ 

Delta Vision Linda_Best_1-13-08 

Delta Vision 2008-ES-13_Planning_Conservation 

Delta Vision 2008-ES-17_EDFTBI 

Delta Vision CA_Fisheries_Restoration_Foundation_082707 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Alan_Patterson_9-5-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_American_Fisheries_12-12-08 
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Delta Vision Comment_from_Bert_Heffner_8-19-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Central_Valey_Clean_Water_Assn_7-1-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CPSJV_5-13-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_DVC-41_PWCC 

Delta Vision Comment_from_EDF_TBI_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_G_Fred_Lee_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_North_Delta_Cares_7-1-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_North_Delta_Cares_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_NRDC 

Delta Vision Comment_from_RCRC_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_RCRC_11-4-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Restore_the_Delta_12-4-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Richard_Frank_12-10-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Salmon_and_Steelhead_Assn_12-4-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_SDWA_10-15-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_TBI_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Douglas_Lovell_on_behalf_of_various_organizations_082907 

Delta Vision Harvey_Sherback_12-19-07.pdf 

Delta Vision Item_4_Attachment_3 

Delta Vision Item_6_Attachment_1 

Delta Vision Item_11_Daniel_Griset 

Delta Vision John Herrick_to_Paul_Cylinder_re_BDCP_ Report_11-15-07 

Delta Vision Sacramento_County_Farm_Bureau_10-24-07 

Delta Vision San_Joaquin_Valley_6-20-08 

Delta Vision 2008-ES-4_San-Joaquin_River 

Delta Vision 2008-ES-15_ED_Def_Fund 

Delta Vision 2008-ES-18_EDF 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Alex_Clayton_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CBIA_9-29-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CCWA_8-4-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_City_of_Roseville_8-1-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CUWA_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CUWA_10-16-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Delta_Wetlands_Project_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Dixie_Braas_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_James_McDonald_8-20-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_John_Ryan_7-21-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Lawerence_Kolb_8-3-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_NRDC_9-22-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_NRDC_12-12-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_RCRC_10-17-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_State_Board_Food_and_Ag_10-15-08 

Delta Vision Comment_Matrix_to_Final_Strategic_Plan_Revised_Dec 

Delta Vision Comments_from_SCWC_7-14-08 

Delta Vision Contra_Costa_Council_082807 
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Delta Vision David_Houts_01-31-08 

Delta Vision Item_6_Attachment_2 

Delta Vision Mayor_testimony_10_17_08 

Delta Vision University_of_the_Pacific_McGeorge_School_of_Law_Revised_11-13-07 

Delta Vision 2008-ES-10_ED_Fund 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Burt_Wilson_9-16-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Ducks_Ulimited_9-24-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Ed_Fund_11-13-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_G_Fred_Lee_10-14-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_G_Fred_Lee_10-17-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_John_Ryan_7-1-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Mark_Wilson_7-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Nicole_Suard_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_NRDC_11-14-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_OLaughlin_and_Paris_7-15-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Paul_Frey_8-4-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_River_Islands_9-18-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Sacramento_County_Farm_Bureau_7-1-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_South_Delta_Water_Agency_7-1-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_SWRCB_7-31-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Terry_Spragg_8-20-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Tom_Zuckerman_10-17-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Yolo_CountyBd_ofSups_12-9-08 

Delta Vision Letter_to_Montna_from_Isenberg_9-4-08 

Delta Vision Tom_Zuckerman_Comments 

Delta Vision 2008-ES-1_State_Federal 

Delta Vision 2008-ES-2_Peggy_Bohl 

Delta Vision 2008-ES-6_Terry_Sprague 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Brannan_Andrus_9-29-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CCCWA_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CCWA_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Central_Valley_Clean_Water_Assn_12-4-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CUWA_8-4-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CVCWA_9-1-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Delta_Wetlands_9-23-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Dept_Conservation_8-29-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_EDF_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Environmental_Justice_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_G_Fred_Lee_9-1-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Greg_Zlotnick_7-21-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Mary_McTaggart_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Natural_Heritage_Institute_7-10-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Rural_Counties_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Rural_Counties_12-5-08 

Delta Vision Comment_of_County_of_Yolo_9-30-08 
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Delta Vision 
South_Delta_Water_Agency_with_Delta_Corridors_Plan_Attachment_11-13-
07 

Delta Vision 2008-ES-3 

Delta Vision 2008-ES-8_Power 

Delta Vision Comment_from_ACWA_9-29-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_County_of_Sac_8-13-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Delta_Wetlands_7-31-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Discover_the_Delta_7-14-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Lower_Yolo_Bypass_12-15-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Marci_Coglianese_12-3-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_NHI_10-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Sac_Co_Farm_Bureau_7-31-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Sac_Co_Farm_Bureau_9-1-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Tom_Martens_10-8-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_WH_and_Rogene_Reynolds_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Comments_from_RCRC_7-23-08 

Delta Vision Item_2_Attachment_1 

Delta Vision Solano_County_Board_of_Supervisors_10-23-07 

Delta Vision Comment_from_BSBAGU_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Bus_Water_Caucus_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Bus_Water_Caucus_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Business_Water_Caucus_8-1-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Byron_Buck_12-16-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CCVFCA_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Ducks_Unlimited_8-4-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Mary_McTaggart_12-16-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Nancy_Suard_9-29-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Sac_Co_Farm_Bureau_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_South_Delta_Water_Agency_8-19-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_The Bay_Institute_7-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Yolo_County_8-4-08 

Delta Vision Item_5_Attachment_5 

Delta Vision Mongan_and_Miller_11-27-07 

Delta Vision 2008-ES-14_Sierra_Club 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CCWA_8-15-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Donis_Whaley_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Mark_Wilson_9-2-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Patrick_McCarthy_8-30-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Paul_Rusanowski_10-20-08 

Delta Vision Comment_from_WG_Community_Church_9-30-08 

Delta Vision Public_Comment_Water_Coalition_of_California_vol 1_revised_12-15 

Delta Vision Public_Water_Coalition_of_California_vol 1_revised_12-15 

Delta Vision 2008-ES-7_Delta_Wetlands 

Delta Vision Comment matrix 

Delta Vision Comment_from_CBIA_8-4-08 
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Planning Effort1 File Name 

Delta Vision Comment_from_Co_of_Sacramento_9-3-08 

Delta Vision Item_6_Attachment_3 

Delta Vision Item_4_Attachment3 

Recreation Proposal Recreation Proposal Public Review Comment table w/ no names 

NHA Initiative Appendix 7 Letters of Support and/or Commitment  

Delta Conservancy Central Delta Water Agency (2/1/2011) 

Delta Conservancy Joan and James Townsend (1/28/2011) 

Delta Conservancy Leonard Lloyd (1/27/2011) 

Delta Conservancy Robert Pyke (1/20/2011) 

Delta Conservancy Solano County Dept. of Resource Management (1/20/2011) 

Delta Conservancy Nikki Stuart – Delta Branding Comments (2/2013) 
Notes: 
 
1Planning efforts: 
 
BDCP – Comments reviewed were associated with preliminary planning and scoping for the Bay Delta 
Conservation Plan 
 
CALFED – Comments from public hearing transcripts associated with the finalization of the 
environmental review of the CALFED Bay Delta Program Plans 
 
Delta Vision – Comments associated with several drafts of the Delta Vision Blue Ribbon Task Force 
Report, Strategic Plan, and Implementation Plan 
 
Recreation Proposal  - Comments associated with the Proposal for  
 
NHA Initiative – Comments associated with feasibility assessment for a National Heritage Area 
Designation in the Delta. 
 
Delta Conservancy – Comments associated with Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Conservancy Strategic 
Action Planning 
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Appendix	B:	Interview	Protocols	and	Discussion	Topics	

Discussion Topics 

Interviews will be focused and involve a series of open-ended questions that are 

designed to elicit information regarding the interviewee’s experience or their role in 

dealing with the discussion topic. Interviews may take place at a person’s place of 

employment or over the phone. Interview discussion topics may include: 

 Sense of place assessment approaches, scales and data needs 

 Sense of place as a metric for social assessments  

 Sense of place as a metric to represent the human dimension in natural resource 

management 

 Elements that contribute to a “place”  

 Place attachment verses sense of place 

 Attributes that contribute to a sense of place for Delta residents, for other users 

 Sense of place attributes that overlap or conflict between users 

 Changes to sense of place attributes during implementation of Delta plans 

 The Delta as an evolving place and policies protecting sense of place  

 Place-making and sense of place management techniques, tools, and data 

needs 

Confidentiality 

The names of individuals will not be associated with individual responses in any reports.  

Names of all the interviewees and their respective organizations will be listed in an 

appendix attached to the compilation of the responses. Names will only be listed in the 

appendix if consent is given.  

Sensitivity 

Interviews are intended to gain insights on community perceptions of land-use changes 

and sense of place. Sensitive information on individuals, including psychological, legal, 

economic, or physical will not be collected or discussed.  
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Appendix	C:	Informed	Consent	Procedure	

An oral consent procedure will be used for interviews. No social or cultural issues 

limiting free choice to participate in research or language barriers are anticipated. The 

proposed script for consent is as follows: 

My name is Natalie Smith.  I am a Duke University student conducting 

research on sense of place in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta.  I 

am studying the factors that contribute to sense of place in the Delta 

and how could this sense of place may be affected or managed as 

the Delta changes.  The interview will take approximately 30 minutes. 

I will ask you question and then I will record your response. The 

interview results will be used as part of my Master’s Research Project 

for Duke’s Nicholas School of the Environment.  Your name will not 

be associated with your responses in any reports.  Names of all the 

interviewees and their respective organizations will be listed in an 

appendix attached to the compilation of the responses.  

 

Participation in the interview is entirely voluntary. If at any time, you 

need to end the interview, please feel free to do so. If desired, you 

also have the option to skip responding to a particular question during 

the interview. When we have finished, I will ask you if I may use the 

results. I will also ask you if I may include your name on a list of 

interviewees. If you wish to have your name removed from this list, 

please indicate so at that time.   

 

Do you have any questions about the research or the interview process at this time?  
Here is my card. My Advisor’s contact information is written on the back of the card. If at 
any time you have questions about our interview 

Natalie Smith (Researcher)    Dr. Elizabeth Shapiro (Adviser) 
natalie.r.smith@duke.edu     elizabeth.shapiro@duke.edu  
XXX-XXX-XXXX      XXX-XXX-XXXX  
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Appendix	D.	Summary	of	Interviews	

Sense of Place in the Delta 

When talking to the locals about the Delta, they speak of its diversity – including people 
of Filipino, Japanese, and Scandinavian decent.  They talk about how the Delta was 
changed by man’s design, but it still seemed to flourish because they were good 
stewards of the land. The farmers worked the land, invested in the land, have ties to the 
land, and an appreciation of home and their place.  There was a recent news article that 
criticized Governor Jerry Brown for talking about all of the benefits of the Delta, but 
failed to mention the people of the Delta and their contribution. There needs to be some 
consideration there. 

To some, the Delta is a switching yard for water. Others appreciate the water fowl, 
hunting, and fishing. There are farming areas, pears, and asparagus. Others like the 
river life and describe it as having a serene quality. There are remnants of communities 
that were once vibrant and diverse like Courtland and Clarksburg.  Back in the day, it 
was harder to get around and transportation to urban centers was not easy. The 
communities needed to be more self-sufficient in providing goods and services. Now, 
transportation is much easier and many of those stores are boarded up. The Delta is a 
place without a destination.  

There is a very strong sense of independence in the Delta – the way people make their 
living, the lifestyle. There is a sense that people there are doing their part to feed 
America. It’s a livelihood thing and there is a sense of family and of passing things onto 
the next generation.  

There is a valued sense of place in the Delta by residents, of their own culture, which is 
unique and special. Some families have been in the Delta since the gold rush. 

There is an assumption that may or may not be true that the sense of place is 
dramatically different inside verse outside the Delta, and agriculture inside verses 
outside the Delta, and other water uses. Some only see water and have a particular 
bias of how that water should be used.   

Most “outsiders” don’t know much about the Delta. Those that do know about the Delta, 
tend to fall in love with it - its rural character, historic ferries, and small towns. It’s 
charming to people. “Insiders” like the Delta because of its privacy, quietness, 
connectedness, and for the fact that it is not in an urban area. Many have lived there for 
generations and people in the Delta want to keep it that way. Some have continued to 
exist there amongst challenges. Their roots are deep.  
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There are “outsiders” matters in small communities. Some residents don’t want 
strangers in the Delta.  

The Delta is a place where everyone knows everyone else. There are strong 
connections on the islands. People are connected to the land. The growing soil in the 
Delta is tremendously rich. Farmers pride themselves on creating valuable habitat 
through their farming practices.  

There is a sense that the Delta is a very exclusive community and as a resident you are 
part of the inner circle. There are still a lot of people that live in the Delta that some 
would still consider to be “outsiders”. There are the “born and raised” folks and there are 
also residents that live in Discovery Bay and Bethel island [in newer developments].  

Farming today in the Delta includes vineyards and alfalfa. Apple trees are an 
endangered species because of cheaper apples from overseas. It’s a more global 
economy. Cherries are starting to come up and olives are next. We are going away from 
stone fruits. Pear orchards are being taken out for vineyards. Cheaper pears are coming 
from Argentina. With alfalfa, you can get 5 cuttings per year and corn is still big.  

The State of California holds [owns] significant portions of land in the Delta.   

The islands in the north are subsided, threatened by flooding and saltwater intrusion, 
they grow higher value crops (e.g., orchard crops), other northern islands, were seen as 
valuable for relieving the “pressure” on the levee system and provides valuable habitat 
like Staten Island. The farms are smaller in the north Delta. There are pear farmers that 
have been there for many generations. In the western Delta there are larger farms that 
grow field crops. For some farms, farm managers were hired and brought into the Delta. 

In terms of the Delta’s identity from an outsider’s perspective, I did not know much 
about the Delta when I moved here apart from what is discussed on the news.  The 
news talks about the Delta in terms of water supply, fish projects, for those resources. It 
is not looked at for its history, culture, economy, and what there is to do there. It is not 
looked at the same way as places like Napa, Monterey, Lake Tahoe, and other areas 
that have similar parks. The images of the Delta don’t resonate that same way as those 
other places. 

The Delta is like the old TV show, “The Naked City” that was set in New York, where 
[the tagline for the show was that] there were a million stories in the city. There are a 
million stories in the Delta. It contains a microcosm of history. It likely has the richest 
history in California because it has a history that dates back 10,000 years to Native 
Americans.   
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There is no single narrative in the Delta. There are a lot of little stories, similar to the 
stories of the Mississippi Delta, where the story changes as you roll down the river. The 
history in the Delta is still very much alive. There is a sense of ethnic pride related to 
Japanese and Chinese settlements. It is still a place away from time. It is in many ways 
a living museum. 

It is a place where people have “dropped out”. They want something that they can’t find 
in urban California. It’s a lifestyle that is hard to maintain. They want to hunt, fish, live on 
a boat, have a small farm, write, that is not easy to do in other places. [Residents] are 
tired of all relations mediated by the media or technology. It is a place out of time to 
paint, yet close to civilization. It’s a retreat for a certain type of person.  

For studying sense of place, you could look at the arts. The poetry of Everson. Greg 
Kondos has an art exhibit at the Crocker Art Museum. Stanley Gardner wrote a book 
about living on a houseboat in the Delta. Arcadia publishing also published a series of 
books on the Delta and its towns like Rio Vista. There is also a book called Delta girls 
which is a story of a woman who moved to the Delta to raise her daughters.  

The Delta has a rich history. Locke was established by Chinese and Japanese 
immigrants. Equipment innovation has come from the Delta. There is an array of 
infrastructure and one of the largest natural gas fields in the state. The population has 
been static around 12,000 people for the last 10 years. There is a fight that exists of the 
water rights of the Delta. Development is restricted because of flood risk.  

It is important to acknowledge the history in the Delta and deep roots that people have 
there. There is an emotional connection and identity that goes beyond a business 
element. The town of Locke was founded by the Chinese and there is also a strong 
Portuguese community. Farming technology has been invented in the Delta. It is 
important to bring all of that forward. There is also an ecosystem element and an 
economic element in addition the human element in the Delta.  

The Delta is a real place in the here and now, as it was in history. In the here and now, 
there are churches, ports, things going on like festivals, and Stone Lakes Refuge. There 
is tourism, arts and crafts, artists, and places like the Ryde Hotel. The attributes of the 
Delta that makes it a special place are fishing, the birds, and open spaces. If you look at 
the Delta from an aerial, you will see the levees - over 1,100 miles of levees, rows of 
crops, and Suisun Marsh.  It is very unique; however, there is a lack of understanding 
about it and what it is. 

The second “gold rush” in California was agriculture. There was coal mining and fishing. 
The Delta was a gateway for that. Up until the 1930s, the Delta was the heart of 
California. People relied on the Delta for produce. Carquinez straight within the Delta 
was where the Navy protected itself. There were communication centers and prison 
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camps. It was also a part of the industrial revolution. The small towns in the Delta 
became places away from time where you could go to fish, to hunt, and get drunk. 
There was also a great diversity. There is a ghost town of an Italian community.  

Protecting and enhancing values in the Delta are about the pursuits of daily life of the 
people in the Delta, including the farm operator and independent businesses.  

Sense of place in the Delta also includes an understanding that flooding is always a 
possibility – regardless of what people say about the levees. The levees are good. The 
levees are not constructed in the same way as they were in the past.  Levee failures 
have gone down.  They are maintained for resident’s welfare and for infrastructure. 
Residents on islands pay money to Reclamation Districts to maintain the levees. 
Typically, residents pay for fire, police, and schools. The residents in the Delta are 
paying for the levees. These residents in the Delta have a higher degree of involvement 
in their safety and security than other residents.  

There is no one Delta identity. It depends on who you talk to. Someone from a boating 
background will speak from the boating identity. Someone from an agricultural 
background will speak of an agricultural identity. People identify with different things. 
Some areas of the Delta have a more urban feel. There is no unified voice for the Delta. 

Farmers in the Delta are innovative, they have managed their seed stocks, and they 
have taken a pragmatic approach to grow what will make money.  

There is a declining amount of infrastructure that in needed to farm in the Delta like 
packing sheds. Zoning of areas to support agriculture in the Delta is needed.  

There are huge questions about how values are embodied in the Delta. From a broad 
perspective, some values can be interpreted as natural history and cultural heritage.  
Maybe we need a cultural landscape report to determine this. There is still a lot of work 
to be done in the Delta. 

Many people outside of the Delta don’t understand how fragile the Delta is. People in 
other parts of the state hardly know it exists. 

There are environmental justice issues in the Delta. There are people in the Delta that 
rely on the fish from subsistence.  

Delta Legislation, Planning, and Management  

It is important to not discount the people, the few 100,000 people in the Delta for 
generations to come. These people have made the Delta their home, it’s where they 
carry out their daily lives, their work, and a legacy that they leave. The Delta is as much 
about the people as it is the critters.  
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The “Delta as a Place” is really the third leg of the stool, the others being the coequal 
goals. It’s a broad term to include the communities, the economic stability of the area, 
and the human perspective beyond the ecosystem and habitat.  

Different forms of communication and dialogs, like NPR’s Story Corps, can help issues 
of “place” and identify or pull out the values of the Delta. Planning exercises that 
examine various scenarios of what could happen in the Delta can also assist.  

During the development of the Delta Plan there were a lot of comments to bring the 
local voice of the Delta into the plan and a discussion of the unique values of the Delta.   

There are also issues of land sovereignty. Land use codes restrict what can be done in 
the Delta. The residents do not want someone from the outside to tell what they can and 
cannot do with their land.  

Whatever plan proposed has to meet the objections, the mixed reactions, and the 
political drivers that are all taking place.   

The reevaluation of the boundaries of the Delta, as directed by the Delta Reform Act 
has occurred and the conclusion was that the boundaries should not be changed. The 
thinking was that the secondary zone should be expanded to create more shoreline 
development.  During the formation of the original boundaries for the Delta, the 
establishment of the primary and secondary zones was a political compromise. The 
secondary zone was proposed to serve as a buffer between urban and rural areas and 
the primary zone would serve as a regional conservation easement. From the people’s 
perspective, Bethel Island wanted to be included in the primary zone. The Delta was 
essentially frozen in time to fight off water front home developments. High development 
has occurred within the secondary zone backing up to the primary zone boundary, 
which was not the original intent. 

Agritourism initiatives are proposed to be integrated into the NHA process. There are 
talks about establishing an assessment district to assist with funding that would impose 
a fee to interest holders in the Delta like utility holders and gas lines (not residents).  

Some residents appear offended with the concept of the “Delta as a Place”. 

We need to know what the enduring characteristics of the Delta are. The NHA process 
will be studying that. Geotourism concepts developed by the National Geographic are 
good model to look at.  

There are issues of private property in the Delta. Trespassing is a problem. These 
issues are a result of bad experiences, where dumping, fires, or people getting hurt 
have occurred. These issues make access in the Delta difficult, because unless you 
have a boat, many parts of the Delta are hard to get to. 
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If the Delta is to be promoted for tourism, a feasible scenario would be to have contract 
tours to the Delta, similar to those that the Audubon provides. The have a base 
community that the tourist stay overnight in, have catering, and take week-long daily 
excursions to tour and meet the people of an area.  These trips could be promoted 
through a Sunset magazine add. There is talk about trying to make the Delta a 
destination like Apple Hill, but Apple Hill has unique things that the Delta does not have. 
The NHA effort is a bottom-up effort. There is not enough listening being done by the 
residents. 

One of the biggest changes in recreation planning in the Delta as a result of public 
comments was to capture the importance of motorized boating in the Delta. Comments 
suggested that this activity is driving the economy and jobs in the Delta. Some of these 
businesses have collapsed and the marinas area are suffering – the Stockton Marina for 
example.  

The best approach to planning is to find research data to either support or refute 
resident’s concerns and find other people that support the initiative and have those 
people speak at meetings.  

There are so few residents that live in the Primary Zone, but there are millions that visit 
the Delta. It can serve as a recreation destination and that can provide the small shops 
that the residents want but cannot support on their own.  “You can live in paradise, but if 
you don’t have services…”  

There is also disparity of resident income between land owners and non-landowners in 
the Delta. It is important not to exclude the non-landowners. Everyone should have the 
right to access the waterways and we should not let that go away. That is what the 
public trust is all about. 

There are very few areas that allow hunting in the Delta. There are some seasonal 
leases to allow for hunting over open water. This could pose conflicts for other users in 
the Delta. The Yolo Bypass excludes biking activities, for example.  

Right now, there is not a good separation between rural and urban areas. More flood 
protection is needed for people living behind levees.  There are new standards for flood 
protection.  This makes it difficult to find ways for the Delta and agricultural businesses 
to prosper because it is more difficult to obtain insurance. This freezes the Delta in time.  

Recreation generates a lot of funds. Boating fuel fees, and taxes on boats and hunting 
equipment, provide money for recreation opportunities. Income from parking fees also 
generates money; however, circumstances are changing as more people bike or walk 
into these fee areas. State parks staff has been pulled back and concessionaries are 
currently running the parks in the Delta.  
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Current recreation proposals for the Delta (i.e., Delta Adventures) are intended to help 
tell the story of the Delta. Navigation or helping to make the Delta more transparent 
(known) to people is needed. There are a large number of international tourists that visit 
the Bay area, within an hour of the Delta. These tourists generate high revenues for the 
Delta.   

On Stewart’s Tract, in the secondary zone of the Delta, there were “super levees” built 
within project levees which many believed preempted more urban development and had 
caused concerns.   

The National Heritage Area effort is a way to recognize all of the other values that the 
Delta has, but that have not been looked at [acknowledged]. The NHA is used to as a 
tool to acknowledge national significance and historic contributions to the American 
story.  

The NHA effort will take a realistic look at what the Delta is, what it has to offer, and 
minimize conflict. It can be viewed as a regional network of partner sites that highlights 
what the Delta has to offer. It is also a way to educate people about the Delta. 

Branding efforts are intended to help find a unified voice for the Delta through education 
to raise awareness of the Delta, promotion of Delta products through marketing, and 
generation of increased tourism. Branding initiatives are to help identify all the unique 
aspects of the Delta.   

Changes in the Delta and Residents Perceptions of Changes 

Residents in the Delta are battling for a place and a voice in the planning process. 
Behind the scenes there is a “you have to deal with them” impression. The sense that I 
got was that agriculture was kind of in the way. Agriculture in the Delta was important to 
the Delta economy but not to the larger state. A report by PPIC wrote it off.  Delta 
agriculture had to fight hard to get its voice heard – Delta agriculture verses the 
North/South parts of the State. Residents felt they were on their own in a “life and 
death” battle over water issues and wildlife issues. They did not have the time to deal 
with it all.  they had business to do.  

People in the Delta felt assaulted over water quality issues and water rights and were 
challenged over water use. There are unusual water rights within the Delta on interior 
islands that extend beyond riparian rights. There were legal questions over water rights 
and proper application of beneficial use. There was fear over loosing water rights, if they 
were not used beneficially. 

Things won’t stay the same in the Delta. Levees protect life, property, infrastructure, and 
waterways in the Delta. There are risks, seismic and otherwise. Need to look at how 
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change, like an alternate conveyance, will involve the levees. Reports indicated that the 
levees are too expensive to be maintained. There are also talks about what to do if an 
island does flood and whether we recover them like the Jones Tract, which was very 
culture. New levee standards would essentially wipe out the small towns along the river. 
The main street of Walnut Grove is set on the levee. There is no physical way to 
maintain the character of the towns and meet the standards. Levee policies on 
vegetation require trees and shrubs to be removed. Flexibility on the standards is also 
needed. Time will sort some of these things out.  

Changes proposed in the Delta need to be based in fact or analysis. Whatever ends up 
adopted will need to be adapted as science is better understood.  

A lot of the Delta communities, Stockton, and others were initially resistant to the 
development of the Delta Plan. The residents saw the plan as “another plan” that would 
add an additional layer or two of responsibilities on local government. They also felt that 
the plan allowed for some exceptions to responsibilities for certain actions (e.g., BDCP).  

Residents feel that the lifestyle is fine without change. The water projects proposed are 
viewed as taking the life blood of what makes the Delta a place to live and visit.  Water 
quality and sufficient flows for industry and agriculture in the Delta. The plans say they 
can make up for the changes, but they never can replace losses equal to natural 
changes. Natural changes (e.g., sea level rise, subsidence) can be responded to over 
time. Some believe climate changes in the Delta are a political argument to engender 
fear.  Subsidence and dust storms in the Delta has altered practices, farmers slowed 
down and reversed subsidence. Invasive species were not historically an issue in the 
Delta. There have been improvements with bilge water treatments. These good 
intentions need to be acknowledged from political objectives. 

Creating a sense of identity needs to be built slowly. You can’t tell people how to brand 
them. The best bet is to take advantage of what is working out there now. Right now, 
there is some farm recreation, local food stands, and the theme park on River Island. 
There is also the Great Delta Trail initiative to provide a trail connection for biking and 
walking. But it has its challenges. Some state property is inaccessible, roadways are 
limited, and residents are worried about liability exposure to recreationists adjacent to 
their land (e.g. when they are spraying their crops).  

How changes will be managed and ways to soften the blow, if certain projects are 
implemented, is still something that needs to be figured out. Change management 
specialists or even grief counselors may be needed to assist with these changes.  

When it comes to tourism in the Delta, people are of two minds. Some see it as an 
opportunity and others see it as a liability.  
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Some residents are offended about the efforts to recognize the “Delta as a Place”.  

When planning for increasing recreation and tourism, there are some residents in the 
Delta that do not want strangers there. They are worried about trash, liability, and safety 
issues.  

Farmers are conservative financially and they are worried about a shortage of labor. In 
the past, farmers have relied on high school kids to help them out on the farms. Now, 
families are leaving the Delta and farmers have to rely more on imported labor. Farmers 
have to pay higher insurance costs and compete for labor with higher paying sectors 
like hotels, construction, and restaurants for labor. Higher value agriculture is labor 
intensive. To an extent, some farmers in the Delta are in denial. There are farmers that 
are growing sod on peat soils on islands that are subsiding.  It’s not sustainable. A half-
inch of soil is removed with the harvesting of the sod. There is a risk to investing in high 
value crops. The roads are dangerous to drive farm equipment on. People drive too 
fast.  

Staten Island was bought by the Nature Conservancy with plans to convert it to habitat; 
however, it would still be farmable during certain times of the year. The island would act 
as a flood bypass which would act as a relief valve or pressure release for some of the 
other islands. The farmers were excited about the idea. The land was held by a land 
trust, but farmers were allowed to come and go and were required to leave “stubble” 
when harvesting their crops. This could be a model for other parts of the Delta. 

Some local residents are afraid of a National Heritage Area because they think that it 
will place more restrictions on their land.  Merchants are wondering whether visitors will 
actually spend money in the Delta. Studies have shown that most visitors “stock up” 
before heading into the Delta. Not sure that there will businesses that will want to invest 
in the Delta when there is a flood risk. Some polices proposed will cause irreversible 
harm to the Delta. Efforts to define the “Delta as a Place” are also holding restrictions 
for development.   

There is a family in the south Delta whose land is slated for restoration under BDCP. 
They fought hard for decades to be able to farm the land. They do not understand why 
the land should be converted to habitat when it is already habitat friendly and is being 
used for productive purposes.  

In the north Delta, there is a pear farmer who owns land that is being slated for intakes 
under BDCP. The farmer wants to leave the land to his children to continue to farm. The 
children want to continue to farm the land. In some instances, children do not want to 
continue to farm. That is not the case. There are multiple families in the Delta whose 
kids would like to continue farming. 
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Land values in the Delta have plummeted with the possibility of BDCP. Residents will be 
terribly damaged financially. There has already been an economic taking.   

Laws have been violated by the State. Promises have been broken (e.g., limitations on 
exports and over allocation).  The residents have been left out of the discussion or 
brought in too late. For BDCP, the State does not seem to be looking at any other 
proposal that comes down the line other than the twin tunnels. It seems like a rigged 
process.  

Early on, residents were concerned about the proposed NHA designation. They were 
concerned about having the federal government (National Park Service) coming in and 
restricting what they could do with their land. They were worried about eminent domain, 
restrictions on spraying, limitations on agriculture, and that they would be required to 
conform to a particular character of the land or color to paint their house.  Once it was 
explained that the NHA designation would not impose additional restrictions, these fears 
were subsided.  Others were more concerned about increases in tourism because they 
are content with their way of life and like the tranquility. Traffic, vandalism, and conflicts 
with farm equipment were also concerns. We are not planning for something that will 
conflict. The focus will be on existing sites for tourism that follow the same existing 
traffic patterns. Efforts will focus on how to increase visibility, capacity, and financial 
resources for those places. There are a lot of interesting places in the Delta but the 
hours to visit are limited. The Dredging Museum in Rio Vista is only open by 
appointment.  

There is a lack of will for agency’s to make thing happen. Decisions are drug out. Focus 
is then lost on how to approach the problem. How do we get to the level to make a 
decision? Many of the decision-makers obtain their positions as a result of past IOUs to 
governors or senators. Those in charge of departments or agencies tend to look straight 
ahead. They are not looking laterally because that may be another agency’s 
responsibility. They ignore or diminish what may be complementary to the public.  

[Agencies] see the Delta as it is today. Let’s move forward. The Delta has a lot more 
variability to it than people think. It you look at tree rings, certain period in time standout 
that can tell the history of the watershed. If water storage is not improved and 
population increases, and there is development plans for growth and those planning 
don’t understand the system, there is a problem. It is such a big system and those that 
are in charge of it don’t have the background. In fairness to the magnitude of the 
problem, science needs to be better represented.  

The Delta has always been “done” to. There has been a sense of outside imposition or 
management from the outside, where this management does not have a clue of what’s 
really going on in the Delta. The metaphor that the Delta is a hub for water supply in the 
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state is commonly used. Why not use something like “the pulsing heart”? These 
references reinforce management from the outside rather than from within. 

There is a perspective that the Delta is being asked to be an organ donor but they are 
still alive. Maybe they are a terminal patient. 

[BDCP] It’s a complex matter. It appears that decisions have already been made and 
then they do the studies to somehow come to the same conclusion. Residents have 
been tuned out or ignored. Meetings are never found out about in time and it seems like 
there is always the same 3 to 4 people [residents] attending.  

Taking an active part to tell the story of the Delta is a chance open the closets and get 
out the photo albums. To tell the story of what people went through to settle here. There 
were not levees originally. The story of what people went through needs to be told. 
People risked life and limb to settle here. What is missing is the recognition of the first 
users - those that know the system. The designation of the National Heritage area will 
be an opportunity to tell the part of the story that is missing. Some don’t want to talk 
about those people. 

There is a huge division in the Delta - divided by the counties. How water hyacinth is 
dealt with, for example. One county may get money one year.  The counties need to get 
together on how to spend it. It’s the same with sunken boats. It may be dealt with once 
and awhile to satisfy the Delta people, but it is not coordinated. I could go on and on. It 
is so difficult to get them to see what you are doing, even when you have gone out of 
your way to show people where the Delta is.  

The Delta is basic to the survival of a lot of people in the state. People need to know 
more about energy needs, water needs, and where their food comes from. People need 
a point of interest/center to tell people about how this area evolved in time and also a 
place for the “old-timers” to feel like they have something of value.  

The other story not told is how seriously bass have taken over the Delta. The fish are 
not native and were brought over as a sport fish. The bass are eating up the last 
remnants [Delta smelt] of an old ecosystem that is still trying to be protected. It’s not fair. 
The bass fishermen want to identify the fish as native because it has been around so 
long. 

We are members of the ecosystem. When we start to challenge the limits of the 
ecosystem, it collapses. This can be seen in the ice sheets, the sediment record, and 
the tree rings. In the sediment records you can see the populations of cephalopods go 
up and up and then stop at a time horizon of when they all die. We are on a path that 
going towards those big numbers. Some people are blinded by those basic facts of life. 
No one wants to talk about population growth. We now need to produce more food per 
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acre using less water. The whole story is vital to our future. People need to understand 
it is a different time in which we live. 

The residents feel like they are under siege. The Delta Reform Act instructed that the 
California Water Commission look into the possibility of illegal diversions in the Delta. 
This required that residents in the Delta prove that they had rights to the water that they 
were using. It was originally thought that there were hundreds of illegal diversions. With 
all of the requests, San Joaquin County ended up digitizing the platt maps with this 
information. What was found was that there were so few instances of illegal diversions 
that further investigation would have been a waste of resources.  

Another example of residents being under siege is the court-ordered entry permits for 
DWR to access property to drill geotechnical borings for BDCP. Residents had to fight 
to overturn the decision  

The concept behind the “Delta as an Evolving Place” is that things have to change in 
order to move forward with implementing the coequal goals. We need to make sure that 
the water conveyance structures and systems are protected from earthquakes and 
floods. There has also been a decline in the ecosystem in the Delta. To restore the 
ecosystem, lands will need to be restored at a price to the lifestyle of agriculture. How 
can we move forward in way that minimized impacts, primarily to agricultural lands? 
This might mean farming on a smaller scale or planting different crops with higher value 
returns. The lifestyle is not going to change overnight. Grandkids of farmers in the Delta 
may or may not farm there. It will be a long process. When talking with the Tahoe 
Conservancy, it sometimes took 10 years to acquire land for restoration. The land was 
very suitable for restoration and it was known that restoration was good thing for that 
piece of land, yet it took 10 years before the land owner signed over the land. They just 
needed that time before they could let it go. 

There is a great deal of angst in the Delta of uncertainty. It is hard to wrap your head 
around the tangible impacts. People in the Delta want to plan for the future, but can’t. 
They don’t want to invest in long-term crops or processing facilities, or take out a loan 
because of the uncertainty. They are feeling threatened, that they don’t have a seat at 
the table, frustrated, and fearful. 

In some respects there is a disconnect in the Delta. For example, there are initiatives for 
wildlife friendly farming. Habitat features like hedgerows, buffers, and other landscape 
farming processes are being explored. This is easier said than done. There are 
concerns that these activities will bring in wildlife that could decimate crops. I have 
talked to one farmer near the Cosumnes River that had their crops decimated by a large 
flock of wild turkeys. Each of these initiatives will need to be run to ground through a 
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process, but we need a starting point to move forward and start test driving these 
things. 

The Interagency Committee [Delta Plan Interagency Implementation Committee] will be 
responsible for the implementation of the Delta Plan. There will be a series of topic-
specific working groups comprised of agencies, academic institutions, and other experts 
that will be dealing with issues as they come up.  

Residents in the Delta have expressed that climate change and sea level rise is 
overrated and there is a big fuss being made when it will not be that big of a deal. One 
resident had indicated that “I would die before I would seal level rise” I would rather 
focus on what I know.  

There is a small town mindset and that is a very tough wall to breakdown. When holding 
meetings in legacy communities, there is a notion that outsides are not to be trusted. 
The residents have been burned so many times; it is hard to blame them. There is a 
sense that agencies come in and make promises and then they are never seen again.  

Some of the concerns from residents arise as result of misinformation. There are some 
well-funded and powerful people in the Delta that do not always get there information 
from the best source. Unfortunately, that is what the people latch onto.  

In the past, there have been some differences in opinion between the residents in the 
North, Central, and South Delta. The North Delta is a little different in that they have a 
special water agreement with the Department of Water Resources.  The Central and 
South Delta do not have this same agreement.  With all that is happening [BDCP], there 
is much more of a sense that they are “all in this together”.  The community of Discovery 
Bay is also becoming vocal with a perspective that is a lot different [compared to other 
parts of the Delta]. Urban areas on the periphery of the Delta are also getting involved. 
These communities did not exist a couple of decades ago.   
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Appendix	E:	List	of	Interviews	Conducted	

Robert (Bob) Benedetti, Executive Director of the Jacoby Center for Public Service and 
Civic Leadership, University of the Pacific 

Amanda Bohl, Economic Development Lead, Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta 
Conservancy 

Catherine Caldwell, Assistant Executive Director, Delta Protection Commission 

Cheryl Essex, Associate Landscape Architect, California State Parks Department 

Michael Machado, Executive Director, Delta Protection Commission 

Cindy Messer, Deputy Executive Officer, Delta Stewardship Council 

Don Nottoli, Sacramento County Board of Supervisors, Delta Stewardship Council and 
Delta Protection Commission Board Member, County of Sacramento 

Ken Scheidegger, President, Discover the Delta Foundation 

Ken Trott, “Delta as a Place” Workgroup Member, Delta Vision Blue Ribbon Task Force  

Nancy Ullrey, Program Manager, Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Conservancy 

Jane Wagner-Tyack, Policy Analyst, Restore the Delta 

Alex Westhoff, Associate Environmental Planner, Delta Protection Commission 
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Appendix	F:	List	of	Individuals	Recommended	by	Others	for	Interviews		

During the interview process, the following individuals were identified as contacts that 
may be able to assist with this research.  Due to research design and time constraints 
these individuals were not interviewed.  

Dino Cortopassi, Delta Farmer 

Bill Eisenstein, Director of the Delta Initiative, University of California Berkeley 

Cathy and Doug Hemley, Delta Farmer and Residents 

Steve Herringer, Herringer Wines 

Jesikah Maria Ross, Saving the Sierra  

Joe Mathews, Delta Dialogs 

Rita Schmidt Sudman, Executive Director, Water Education Foundation  

Judith Talbot, Center for Collaborative Policy, Sacramento State University  

Russell van Löben Sels, Sacramento County Farm Bureau, Delta Farmer and Resident 

Jane Wolff, Director of Landscape Architecture Program at the University of Toronto 

Tom Zuckerman, Central Delta Water Agency, Delta Resident 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


